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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Mostly sunny
Today will be mostly sunny,
breezy and mild, with a high
of 60 to 65 and winds becoming westerly at 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight will be partly cloudy
and colder, with a low of
around 35 and west winds at
10 to 15 mph.
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Wilkinson budget includes long list of items
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — From
road construction projects to
expansions at state parks and development of the Louisville airport,
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's budget
includes a list of items he wants to
pay for with bonds.
Wilkinson said his budgets for
transportation, tourism and development represent a triumph of
planning and demonstrate a

renewed commitment to prosperity.
But Wilkinson was also compelled to defend his request to the
General Assembly to sell more
than $771 million in bonds during
the coming four years to finance
the items.
"We've carefully, carefully considered our ability to pay," Wilkinson said.Wilkinsup who criticized what
he called a "credit-card mentality"
in state government during his
campaign, insisted that such

financing was
profligaten
spending.
"The Ilifference would be a
teen-ager going to the shopping
center with a credit card ... and a
planned-for mortgage on a home,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson said his total General
Fund budget would commit only
between 5.7 percent and 5.9 percent for debt service, which is not
out of line with past practice.
Road Fund debt service would
rise from the current level of about

NEW YORK — Owners took another step toward a lockout, telling
clubs to put spring training plans on hold until an owners' meeting on
Feb. 9, and then presented their long-awaited revenue-sharing proposal
to the players.
DALLAS — The NCAA closed its rocky 1990 convention by
approving harsh penalties for drug use, especially steroids, and launching year-round testing of athletes.
ADELAIDE, Australia — John McEnroe and Stefan Edberg were
winners in the first two matches of the six-man round-robin Rio
Challenge.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

Students at Carter and Robertson schools got the opportunity to view a helicopter up close Wednesday.
Woody Herndon from Hutson Company brought the helicopter to the schools. Herndon said the business
uses the helicopter to fly to plants in Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana. The Bell Jet Ranger can seat up to
five people and has two sets of controls so two pilots could fly at once. Principal Jean Hurt said students
would be using the experience for creative writing, science and as an activity related to the basic arts
grant. This activity was part of the ongoing School/Business Partnership. Staff photo by Daa Loady

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Changes in "professional anthropology attitudes" toward displaying
human remains have forced officials at Murray State University's
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
to replace the center's Indian burial
exhibit as soon as possible, according to Museum Director Kit
Wesler.

"Exhibiting human remains is
not ethical or the most sensitive
thing to do and we intend to close
our exhibit," Wesler said.
,Replacing the exhibit may take
several years, however, as the
$50,000 to SI00,000 that will be
needed to finish the Indian cemetery excavation and replace it has
not been raised, Wesler said.
Wesler said the decision to

1

(Cont'd on page 2)

replace the exhibit has been consid- the museum.
ered for several years due to grow"Some people who just want to
ing public pressure from Indian see dead people may not be too
groups and others. The change, happy, but we feel the people who
however, should be one for the really want to learn about Ameribetter.
can Indians will be pleased," he
"We intend to replace it with an said.
exhibit about cemeteries and burial
Wickliffe Mounds, on U.S. 51
practices," according to Wesler, northwest of Wickliffe, is the only
who said MSU students will still be archaeology museum in Kentucky
offered the chance to participate in
research and excavation studies at (Cont'd on page 2)

Calloway board
considers cut
of 20-minutes
in school day
By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
trial of Agriculture Commissioner
Ward "Butch" Bumette began in
Franklin Circuit Court on Wednesday where he and an employee are
charged with theft for allegedly
conspiring to file false time sheets.
Franklin County Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton
said the case against Bumette and
Linda Campbell is a simple matter
of the two getting together to submit false documents to show Ms.
Campbell worked the entire month
of June 1988 when she actually
only worked a few days at the end
of the month.
James Shuffett, Burnette's attorney, said the prosecution's case is
based on the testimony of only two
people, one of whom was fired by
Bumette. Actually, Shuffett said,
Ms. Campbell worked every day
she was paid for and can prove it.
"You'll hear at least a halfdozen witnesses who will say she

MSU decides to replace Wickliffe exhibit

WASHINGTON — Vice
President Dan Quayle told
Japan's top trade official that
easing repression in China
depends on close coordination
among the United States,
Japan and other countries, officials said.
Hikaru Matsunaga, minister
of international trade and
industry, also reaffirmed
Japan's intention to become an'
"import superpower" and
described a program to stimulate imports with tax breaks,
tariff reductions and overseas
missions, officials said.
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Bumette's trial
begins Wednesday
in Franklin court
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15 percent of total expenditures to
about 24 percent. Transportation
Secretary Milo D. Bryant said that
is still below the historical level of
about 31 percent.
The biggest chunk of the bonds
would be for Wilkinson's wellknown wish for $600 million for
nine selected road projects. The
governor said $300 million would
be sold during the 1990-92 budget
period and the remaining $300 mil-

Ag Commissioner

Come fly with me

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — The group demanding independence for
Lithuania exhorted the republic's 3.7 million people to rally today and
show Mikhail S. Gorbachev just how serious they are about breaking
away from Moscow.
WASHINGTON — When the authors of the Constitution finished
work in Philadelphia in 1787, a Mrs. Powel called out to Benjamin
Franklin: "Well, doctor, what have we got — a republic or a
monarchy?"
SOFIA, Bulgaria — Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia are discussing a proposal to link, in a free-market arranganent, economies
long stifled by Communist controls and lack of access to Western
markets and capitaL
EAST BERLIN — The Communist-led governing coalition appears
in danger of collapse as the Communists are accused of dirty tricks in
the campaign for multiparty May elections, including seeking to revive
secret police activity.

FRANKFORT — Although Gov. Wallace Wilkinson could have
avoided liaying part of the taxes he owed on an eight-story Frankfon
hotel, he has decided to pay it all.
LEXINGTON — A federal agency has praised the Kentucky
Department of Surface Mining for strong improvements in its regulation and inspection of surface mines.
BOWLING GREEN — A man who had been the focus of several
nationally-televised programs because he allegedly bilked thousands of
dollars from countless ex-wives and girlfriends has been found — in
Fairview Cemetery in Bowling Green.
MADISON VILLE, Ky. — Allegations that he met
with a
woman inside his squad car for "personal reasons" have led to misconduct and other charges against Kentucky State Police Sgt. Ronald
,Kirk.

35 CENTS

Wayne Blackford, newest member of the Calloway County Board of Education, listens as Patsy Woodall,
board secretary, swears him in Wednesday before the board's monthly meeting.
•

The Calloway County Board of
Education met Wednesday and
decided to look into cutting 20
minutes from the end of the school
day to get children home sooner
and illeviate discipline problems,
which occur mostly in the
afternoon
A board committee, led by Johnny Bohannon, assistant superintendent, proposed that a 20-minute
advisor/advisee period at the high
school level be eliminated from the
schedule instead of eliminating
instructional time.
At the elementary school level,
the 20 minutes would be taken out
of one of the three 15-minute
recesses, Bohannon said. This
would not interfere with the six
instructional periods.
(Coat'd oa pap 2)
•
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Budget...
(Cont'd from page 1)
hoe in 1992-94.
"We never build major roads
with cash," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson acknowledged the
legislature cannot commit itself to
a future bond sale.
The projects Wilkinson wants to
build with bond proceeds include
the two remaining legs of the socalled AA Highway in northeastern
Kentucky, improvements to various
sections of U.S. 127, U.S. 25E in
Bell County, U.S. 68 and Kentucky
80 from Bowling Green to Cadiz
and U.S. 60 in McCracken County.
The $100 million bond issue
Wilkinson proposed for the Economic Development Cabinet has
also been promised to projects in
Lexington, Bowling Green, northern Kentucky and Paducah. Half of
the proceeds, $50 million, would
go for the Standiford Field airport
expansion in Louisville.

School day...
(Cont'd from page 1)
"We had two constraints to work
with," Bohannon said. "We did not
want to exceed cost in transportation, and we did not want to reduce
instructional time. We decided to
start looking at the school
schedules."
Board members, Bohannon and
Superintendent Jack Rose all
expressed concern about cutting
into or eliminating the new breakfast program started this school
year at Calloway County schools
and interfering with the vocational
school schedule in the mornings.
Eliminating the time in the afternoon would save the breakfast
program, even though it has low
participation in its first year.
"(High school) Principal Jerry
Ainley said the breakfast program
has not been very successful very low attendance," Bohannon
said, "but this is its first year so it
may not have caught on."
Upon recommendation from
Rose, the board decided to begin

Exhibit...
(Cont'd from page 1)
constructed on the actual site of an
excavation and contains items up to
1,000 years old found during the
excavation of a settlement from the
Mississippian culture.
Most of the human remains on
display at the museum will be
reburied in protected Indian
cemeteries, Wesler said.
The Indian burial exhibit has
been open since 1932. More than
10,000 people visit the exhibit each
year.
The effort to replace the Wickliffe exhibit comes in the wake of a
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Also in the development cabinet,
Wilkinson proposes the salc_of $20
million in bonds for aa eslargr.d
infrastructure authority and $35
million for a general bond pool to
be used at the discretion of the
cabinet
Initiatives within the cabinet that
would not be paid for with bonds
are additional funding for the Bluegrass State Skills Corp., an
enlarged marketing jxograra and
$13.1 million for the incentive
package offered to General Tire in
Mayfield.
In the Tourism Cabinet, the sale
of $16 million in bonds would be
used to finanee expansions and
improvements at a host of state
parks, including enlarging golf
courses at My Old Kentucky Home
park in Bardstown and Barren River State Resort Park.
Wilkinson's proposed budget
also includes an additional $2 million for tourism advertising.
Overall, Wilkinson proposes

spending $29 million more from
the General Fund for the Economic
Development Cabinet in the coming budget compared to the previous biennium and $12.5 million
more for tourism. The Transportation Cabinet would spend $350
million more from the Road Fund.
The news conference Wednesday
was Wilkinson's third this week to
reveal parts of the budget he will
propose to the legislature. Major
segments, such as for education
and the Cabinet for Human Resources, have not been revealed and
take up nearly three-fourths of
what the state spends each year.
Still, Wilkinson has unveiled
plans to spend upwards of $366
million more from the General
Fund in the coming budget than in
the current two-year budget.
Wilkinson said he has still not
determined when he will present
his budget to the legislature,
though he still hopes to meet the
Tuesday deadline.

looking into the new time schedule.
"We need to take time to look at
how it will affect parents," Rose
said. "We're talking about a 20-minute change."
Rose also cautioned that the
board, if it passed a time change,
needed to keep an eye on the test
scores and other output measures to
see if students are adversely
affected by the change.
In other business the board
approved a new policy concerning
zero grades and inadequate work.
Roy Cothran, principal of Calloway
County Middle School, and his
staff developed the policy to reduce
the number of failures on report
cards.

meeting, this time with the principal and three hours of detention.
Fourth and subsequent offenses
would require meetings with the
principal and 5 hours of detention.
Also in each step of the policy,
there is a clause instructing the
teachers to allow the student to
make up the work for half the
credit.
The board approved the high
school concert band's request for
$1,525 in performance fees to
attend the All-American Concert
Band Festival in Orlando, Fla. The
$25 individual fee goes to pay
judges, rent for the concert hall,
awards and supplies, said Fred
Ashby, band director.
If the band boosters can raise the
money for the transportation, then
the board also agreed to pay for
one night's lodging ($915). If the
boosters fail to raise the funds for
transportation, then the board
agreed to pay for the transportation
and to let the students pay for their
rooms.
In other business, the board:
• swore in Wayne Blackford as
new board member.
• expelled a high school student
for consistent incorrigible behavior
and a drug violation. He was
expelled for the remainder of the
school year and will appear before
a readmission committee next fall.
• approved payment for four new
school buses.
4.,kappreved-Airsel -feel bids.
approved travel requests from
MAO School basebill team to
play games down south during
spring break.
• announced that it will be meeting temporarily on the second
Thursday of the month at 11 a.m.
to accomodate board chairman
Robert McDaniel's schedule.

"Zeroes aren't because they
can't do the work," Cothran said.
"Zeroes are because they won't do
the work. It is not a lack of ability.
It is a lack of initiative."
On optaining the first zero, the
student would have to have a deficiency notice signed by his parents.
On the second offense, the parents
would meet with the teacher. The
third offense, requires another
similiar burial ground closing in
Illinois.
The burial grounds exhibit at the
state-funded Dickson Mounds
Museum in Lewistown, Ill., drew
three times the normal number of
visitors last Sunday as visitors
rushed to see the Mchibits.. there
&fore the site sis closed Ikeist
month, according to Museum
Director Judith Franke.
Deciding to discontinue the practice of burial viewing at the sites
has been praised by Indians.
Jesse Takes-Horse, a Crow
Indian in the tiny Southern Illinois
hamlet of Dixon, said the decision
"definitely shows dignity and
respect for the prehistoric Native
American remains..."

Used
Car Sale
3 Month or 3,000 Mlle Warranty
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.
1981 Cadillac Coupe DeVille Diesel
1983 Pontiac 6000
1983 Olds Ninety Eight Bro.
1984 Buick Riviera
1984 Cadillac Seville
1986 Crown Victoria Wagon
1986 Crown Victoria
1986 Pontiac Parisienne
1986 Dodge Caravan
1986 Audi 5000S
1986 Buick Lesabre
1987 Buick Park Ave
1987 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
1988 Cadillac Seville
1988 Pontiac Bonneville SSE
1988 Pontiac Grand Am
1989 Chevy Celebrity
1988 GMC Jimmy 4X4 (Tan)
1989 Chevy Truck (Maroon)
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Silver)
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Red)
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Black)
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix (White)
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix SE (White)
1989 Pontiac Sunbird GT Cony. (Silver)
1989 Pontiac Sunbird GT Cony. (White)
1989 Buick Regal (Gray)
1989 Olds Cutlass Supreme (Blue)
1989 Cadillac Seville (White)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille (White)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille (Maroon)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille (Red)
1989 Cadillac Brougham (White)

'1,900
'2,900
'5,900
'6,900
'11,500
'6,900
'8,700
'7,900
'6,900
'6,500
'8,500
*11,900
'13,900
'16,900
'15,900
'7,900
'10,500
'14,900
'12,900
'9,900
'9,900
'9,900
'11,500
'14,500
'13,900
'15,500
'11,500
'11,500
'23,900
'21,900
'21,900
'21,900
'18,900

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Al'e Our Main Concern"
oLosmoBILE-PoNTIAc-ctuniac-BuicK-CENTURY BOATS
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315

Burnette...
(Cont'd from page 1)
positively was working at that
time," Shuffett said during opening statements.
Ms. Campbell is charged with
theft by deception over $100, a
felony punishable by one to five
years in prison. Burnette is charged
with complicity to commit theft,
also a felony with the same penal-

Murray-Calloway County Hospital nurse Trish Thorn administers to blood donor and Briggs & Stratton
employee Billy Potts Tuesday during the hospital's blood drive held Tuesday and Wednesday at the plant.
January is National Volunteer Blood Donor Month.

Stall photo by kart Cooper

Advisory board would be charged
with improving project planning
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associatod Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky.- An advisory board representing the spectrum of state government would try
to untangle what one lawmaker
called the "chaos" of planning
construction projects under a bill
passed by the Senate.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington, sponsor of Senate Bill
46, said Wednesday there has been
"little if any planning for capital
projects" by the state, which has
led at times to inefficient use of tax
dollars.
"We're trying to bring some
order out of the chaos," he said.
As an example of the inefficiency, Moloney said, the state has
rented some buildings for as long
as 18 years, paying rent during that
period which exceeded the cost of
buying the structures by four or
five times, he said.
The bill, which passed 36-1, now
goes to the House.
If enacted, the measure would
create a 15-member Capital Planning Advisory Board, which would
prepare a detailed plan every two
ty. Both have pleaded innocent.
The beginning of the trial on
Wednesday means that Burnette
will not have to face other charges
against him until at least March
because he cannot be tried twice by
the same jury panel.
Burnette also faces another
charge of theft by deception and
two counts of complicity to commit
theft for allegedly arranging to
have the state pay for airplane trips
he took before he assumed office in
January 1988.

years for state construction projects. The plan would be submitted
to the governor, the chief justice of
the Kentucky Supreme Court and
the Legislative Research
Commission.
The board would recommend
state spending levels for the constructiop projects and propose
which pfojects should be done during the next six-year period beginning with the upcoming biennial
budget.
Each branch of government executive, legislative and judicial
- would have four board members. Filling out the board's membership would be three people representing the general public.
Meanwhile, the House on Wednesday passed two bills involving
the State Fair Board. One would
increase the pay for board members
from $65 per day for each meeting
to $100. The other would place the
secretary of the Tourism Cabinet
on the board to take the place of an
at-large member. Both measures
were sponsored by Rep. Charles
Geveden, D-Wickliffe.
In other action, the Senate
passed:
- Senate Bill 6, setting time

constraints to advertise public hearings regarding local government
economic assistance grants. The
bill, passed 35-1, would require
that the ads run between seven and
21 days before each public hearing
is scheduled.
- Senate Bill 64, requiring all
cities, counties and special taxing
districts to complete a financial,
information report each year. The,
reports would be submitted to the
Department of Local Government.

Murray authorities
alerted for suspects
Local police were notified to be
on the lookout for three subjects,
believed to be connected with an
armed robbery in Paducah this
morning.
Around 10:15 a.m., the local dispatcher reported subjects had
allegedly committed an armed robbery somewhere in Paducah. The
subjects were believed to have a
hostage with them.
The dispatcher's report stated the
subjects were seen driving a late
70s model Ford, white over green.
The car was last seen on Hwy. 305
heading toward Interstate 24.

State workers to seek 20 percent
increases for health insurance
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
cost of health insurance for public
employees is expected to increase
by more than 20 percent each of
the next two years, but legislators
said Wednesday more should be
done to limit costs and improve
benefits.
State Personnel Commissioner
Tommy Greenwell said the General
Assembly will be asked to provide
$171.5 million in fiscal year 1991
and $207 million in 1992 for health
insurance for some 115,000 state
employees, teachers, county health
department employees and retirees.

Almost half of those sums would
come from the state General Fund.
The state began providing its
own health insurance after a muchpublicized disagreement with its
former insurer two years ago, Blue
Cross of Kentucky.
The cost of that coverage has
risen steadily. This year, the state
will spend $142.1 million for medical coverage, about half from the
General Fund.
Budget officials said the 20.7
percent annual increase being
sought is in line with the expected
increases in medical costs for the
overall Southeast region.

TG Insurance of Murray
Meeting Your Insurance Needs
•
-

ettectp.e :hrougt,
• ,ces
27th
Jan
Sat
pr,ces
Percentage oti reguaT
Ti4E GREAT

PERM SALE
_

Doron Claiborne

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
c INS JCP•nnay Company. Inc

Home
Auto
Business
Life &
Health

CNA

Pot All the Comitlenteitelbet

The Olympic Plaza U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4000
1-800-334-4778
•
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STOCK
UP
SAL
E
Sale Prices Effective Now Through Saturday, January 13.
1146.44..
%#
'
4111111111/51
1144,

25%OFF

25% OFF
ALL MEN'S LONG
SLEEVE DRESS SHIRTS
AND TIES

SELECTED MEN'S
SPORTCOATS
Sale $75 Reg $100 Stafford polyester wool
blazer in your choice of 10 basic colors'

Red Tag

15()
%

Sale

251% OFF

25°/0 OFF

ALL* MEN'S SOCKS AND
UNDERWEAR
I Stock up on t-shirts, briefs and socks from
Stafford •, TowncraW- and Hunt Club'
Assorted fabrics.

OFF

ALL JEANS FOR
MEN AND YOUNG MEN

All previously
Reduced Merchandise
SALE

LINGERIE
SALE
250/0T0

330h/0 ,

LAST WEEK TO SAVE
ON ALL:
• BRAS•BRIEFS
• BIKINIS •SHAPE WEAR
•DAY WEAR COORDI\ATES

787

NICE 'IN SPICY' BRA
I Reg. 10.50. Nice 'N Spicy', bra of polyester with
light fiberfill. A,B,C cups

4/$10 EVERY DAY

COTTON OR NYLON BRIEFS

I Reg. 2.75 each. Nylon or cotton briefs, bikinis or
hipsters with stretch lace trim Cotton panel. Pastels
or basics. Sizes S,M,L

2 16

2FOR I U.JU
cn

SALE FOR

SALE

SALE

COTTON CROSSOVER BRA

FASHION PLUS COMFORT- BRA
I Reg. $11 each. Fashion Plus Comfort'" bra of

ADONNA' CLIP-TO-FIT SLIP
I Reg. $10. Clip-to-fit slips of non-cling Antron

Reg.$9each,if purchased separately. Underscore'
comfortable cotton crossover bra B,C cups. D cup
available :
liar savings.

nylon lace and tricot. B,C cups. D.DD cups on sale
at similar savings.

7.50

III
nylon. Half slip Sizes S,M,L. Adjust to match your
skirt length.

SEMI-ANNUAL

SALE

ALL
ALL* GIRLS BAIN
ALL* BOYS' SLEE
ALL* GIRLS' SLE
ALL* GIRLS' PANTS
AND JEANS
ALL* BOYS' DENIM

SAVE ON ALL*
• SHEETS
• SHEET SETS
• COMFORTERS
• BEDSPREADS

• TOWELS
• PILLOWS
• MATTRESS PADS
• BATH ACCESSORIES

JODenney

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
4
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PERSPECTIVE
Business Mirror

Paducah theatre brings critic to the stage

Mummerings of recession heard
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Anatyst

NEW YORK — By one reckoning, the states of New York and Connecticut dropped into recession in December, joining 27 other states that
earlier had descended to that level.
Those 29 states, representing 37.3 percent of the 89.9 million households in America, soon could be joined by three or four borderline states.
Should that happen, it would bring the total percentage of households to
more than 50.
These are not official government estimates, but the result of detailed
telephone calls to 3,948 households during December by Sindlinger & Co.
of Wallingford, Pa., a pioneer in consumer and economic studies.
Decades of experience have shown, said Albert Sindlinger, founder and
chairman, that the point at which the survey tops 50 percent of househtlds
will later be recognized officially as the time when recession began.
That means waiting eight months. Historically, a national recession is
declared after two consecutive quarters of shrinking gross national product. Then, it takes two more months for statistical analysis and
confirmation.
For this reason it is often said that economists are the last to know
about a recession — that most people sense a recession long before it is
officially confirmed, based on their own economic experience.
By Sindlinger's calculations, just two states and 2.4 percent of households were in recession last January. By June, the figures had risen to 18
states and 15.9 percent of households, and by November to 27 states and
28.3 percent.
The percentage of households took a big jump when Connecticut and
New York joined the recession states in December. And that percentage
could take an even bigger jump — to more than 50 — if borderline states
slump just slightly.
Those four states — New Jersey, Texas, Pennsylvania and North Carolina, plus the District of Columbia — account for 17.9 percent of households. In each of these states less than 51 percent of households
responded positively.
The greatest strenghth of all was concentrated in what used to be called
the Midwest Rust Belt, in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin. But, Sindlinger says, they too could be endangered by auto industry
layoffs.
Utah, Washington and Delaware were among stronger states. Rated just
above borderline were Minnesota, Oregon, California, Nevada, Florida,
Virginia and Maryland. All others — Alaska and Hawaii excluded —
were in recession.
Sindlinger's definition of recession is based on answers to four questions put to the head of each household:
1. In your geographical area will economic conditions be better, worse
or the same next June than they are now?
2. In your place of employment do you expect there will be more, the
same or fewer jobs?
3. In your household do you expect higher combined income? Lower?
The same?
4. Compared to last June, is your household income now higher, the
same or lower?
When the respondent reports at least one negative answer the household
is said to have "negative household liquidity," suggesting a curtailment
of consumer spending and postponement of discretionary spending or
investing.
When a respondent replies positively or neutrally, it means the household is likely to continue spending and borrowing willingly and freely at a
level dictated by current income and borrowing capacity.
Sindlinger doesn't claim we are now in a recession, but he will make
that claim if more than 50 percent of respondents give at least one negative answer during this month.
It isn't the first time he has been ready to make such a declaration_ His
research showed 31 states in recession in 1986, but the total of households involved amounted to just 49.5 percent, or just shy of a majority.
His research at that time did point out conclusively, however, that a
nation as large as the United States can go through regional or industry
recessions that stop short of becoming national economic phenomena.
In terms of geographic size, most of America was indeed in recession
in 1986, but the national figures were skewed by relatively strong economies in California, Nevada, New Mexico and in much of the East Coast
and Michigan.
Government statistics later confirmed the Sindlinger measurements.
And, says octogenarian Sindlinger, they'll do it again sometime in late
summer. The grass roots, he said, know the story before the economists.

To watch a drama critic — a
professional kvetcher — lay aside
his pen and actually perform on
stage himself, is a rare occurrence.
Especially for those of us who read
reviews and then criticize the
critic.
Last Friday night, Western Kentuckians had such an opportunity
when Roger Fristoe, drama critic of
Louisville's Courier Journal, took
to the stage at Paducah's Brelco
Theatre for a presentation of, "The
World of Carl Sandburg."
Fristoe and Gordon Spillman,
both Paducah natives with acting
credits in many Kentucky theatres,
paired up to present this tribute to
Sandburg, who would have been
112 years old on January 6.
The play began with a brief
introduction by Fristoe to explain
the simple stage set, and to provide
some background on the author and
the play's structure. Once those
formalities were over, what followed was an hour and a half of
Sandburg that had the small audience laughing, sighing, nudging
each other, and just shaking their
heads slightly as if to say, "Yup. I
wish I'd thought of that."
Sandburg's language is simple,
but his thoughts carry the weight of
timeless wisdom. "A baby is God's
opinion that life should go on," is
one of the opening sentiments of
"The World of Carl Sandburg."

Dear Editor:
Kentucky schools may soon be
posting permanent plaques
inscribed with out national motto,
IN GOD WE TRUST, and the
preamble of our state constitution,
WE,THE PEOPLE OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
GRATEFUL TO ALMIGHTY
GOD FOR THE CIVIL. POLITICAL ANT) RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES WE ENJOY, AND INVOKING THE CONTINUANCE OF
THESE BLESSINGS, DO
ORDAIN AND ESTABLISH THIS
CONSTITUION. The plaques
affirm a mounting need to stem in
the erosion of historic foundations
of social character and partiotism
in the classroom.
The action grew from an original
resolution offered by this writer to
the Kentucky General Assembly.
Enthusiastic support for the resolution came from prominent Kentuckians. Excerpts from their letters to
me follow.
Dr. John Brock, Superintendent
of Public Instruction: "(The plaque)
would be a step toward revitalizing
patriotism and insuring that our
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heritage is passed on to young people. The public schools are facing
some serious and dangerous
problems."
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell:
"Your resolution is consistent with
the position I have always taken,
and I wish you every success. in
your efforts."
U.S. ienator Ford: "Your concern is shared by many Kentucky
citizens, and I hope you will be
successful in your endeavor to
resolve the confusion regarding the
legal status of spiritual values in
education."
Former Governor Brown: "Enlist
me as one who widely endorses
your efforts."
Former Governor Nunn: "If we
are to achieve excellence in our
young people, we must return to
our roots. You have my wholehearted support."
Former Governor Chandler:
"You can depend upon my full
support."
Former Governor Carroll, "It is
with great enthusiasm that I support your effort."
Letters of support also came
from Congressmen Hubbard, Snyder, Rogers and Natcher, from Nelson Allen, Chairman, KY Senate
Education Committee, and from
Gary L. Bauer, former Director,
White House Office of Policy
Development.
Individuals or groups wishing to
sponsor plaques may contact local
school boards or write Sam Peavey,
Ed. D., 2307 Tyler Ln., Louisville,
Ky 40205 for information and
appropriate plaque design. It is
time to take a firm stand for Kentucky children.
Sincerely,
Sam Peavey, Ed.D.
Professor of Education
Emeritus, U. of L.
2307 Tyler Lane
Louisville, Ky.
40205
•1
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a boy to see him."
When the evening of poetry
ended, the audience at Brelco
Theatre filled the air with enthusiastic applause, though we did not
nearly fill the comfortable,
104-seat theatre.
Ben Bradford and Brian Eller,
theatre co-founders and coproducers of the Sandburg piece,
hope to attract larger crowds once
the new theatre starts building a
reputation in the region.
"We'd like to bring equity actors
in," says Bradford, who is quick to
point out that Brelco will not compete with the existing theatres in
the area, but will provide another
dramatic choice for theatre goers
and regional playwrights.
Bradford, a playwright whose
work has been produced in Kentucky and New York theatres,
looks forward to producing unusual
dramatic fare. His own commercial
play, "I, Woman," — a one woman
show which has been produced in
New York — will be presented at
the Paducah theatre during the
annual quilt show.
Brelco Theatre is at 216 Broadway, in Galleria Antiques. Bradford and Eller are in the process of
constructing a second theatre space
on the ground floor of the building.
To contact the Brelco box office,
call 442-6852.

Plaques promote our heritage
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The narration that follows
marvels over the miraculous nature
of babies. No technology compares
to a baby, and the actors declare,
"Before man knew how to make a
fire, he knew haiy to make a baby."
The baby theme gives way to
readings from Sandburg on childhood, featuring such trenchant —
and unanswerable — questions as,
"Why do children put beans in
their ears when the one thing we
told them not to do is to put beans
in their ears."
An expository interlude provided
by Fristoe explored the literature of
growing up, and the advice to the
young that it proffers. Shakespeare
and Kipling were mentioned, and
found wanting, but Sandburg's
"Advice to a Young Son" filled the
gap effectively.
"Life is hard, Be steel. Be a
rock," the poem warns. And like a
counterpoint, a gentler voice
chides, "Life is soft loam. Be
gentle."
Fristoe and Spillman spoke these

lines like a (1uet, and the contrasts
in their voices made each piece of
advice distinctive.
"Time can be wasted," one of
them allows.
"Tell him to be alone often," the
other suggests. "Tell him solitude
is creative, and final decisions are
made in silent rooms."
A later segment of the play features Sandburg's jokes, a collection
of pithy truths such as: "On a fresh
tablecloth, the first spot is the
worst." And, "Newspapers are to
start a fire with."
Another useful Sandburg homily
recommends, "If you hate a man,
let him live. You might get to see
him suffer."
Many of the poems were familiar, since so much of Sandburg has
been anthologized in middle and
high school literature books. Spillman recited the ubiquitous "Fog,"
and he teamed up with Fristoe for
the ever-popular "Chicago" and
"Phizzog."
The last 15 minutes of "The
World of Carl Sandburg" were perhaps the most memorable. There
were "Tall Tales," a series of oneliners; "There was a skyscraper so
tall they had to put hinges on the
top two stories to let the moon go
by."
And what about a pancake "so
thin it only had one side?" And "a
runt so teeny it takes two men and
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Dear Editor;
Thank you for your past donations and continued support of the
Murray Band programs. We appreciate the excellent coverage and
space you have given our band. It
is businesses like yours that help to
make the difference.
Sincerely,
Annette Haneline
Murray Band Booster
President

Today is Thursday, Jan. 11, the llth day of 1990. There are 354 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 11, 1935, aviator Amelia Earhart began a trip from Honolulu to
Oakland, California, that made her the first woman to fly solo across the
Pacific Ocean.
On this date:
In 1757, the first secretary of the U.S. Treasury, Alexander Hamilton,
was,ibern in the- West Indies.
theablichigan Territory was created.
448
A.Jilitr.M61/0 Alabama seceded from the Union.
'• In 1913, the first sedan-type automobile, a Hudson, went on display at
the 13th Automobile Show in New York.
In 1943, the United States and Britain signed treaties relinquishing
extraterritorial rights in China.
In 1964, U.S. Surgeon General Luther Terry issued the first government
report saying smoking may be hazardous to one's health.
In 1977, France set off an international uproar by releasing Abu Daoud,
a Palestinian suspected of involvement in the massacre of Israeli athletes
at the 1972 Munich Olympics.
In 1978, two Soviet cosmonauts aboard the Soyuz 27 capsule linked up
with the Salyut 6 orbiting space station, where the Soyuz 26 capsule was
already docked — making it the first time three spacecraft were brought
together in orbit.
In 1984, Chief Warrant Officer Jeffry C. Schwab, a U.S. Army pilot,
was killed by Sandinista fire as his helicopter was shot down along the
Nicaraguan-Honduran border.
Ten years ago: During U.N. General Assembly debate on the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, Soviet delegate Oleg Troyanovsky defended the
action, saying it was meant to repel 'armed intervention from outside."
Five years ago: Three American GIs were killed when a Pershing 2
missile caught fire during a training exercise near Heilbronn, West
Germany.
One year ago: President Reagan bade the nation farewell in a nationally
broadcast address from the Oval Office.
Today's birthdays: Actress-director Eva Le Gallienne is 91. Television
producer Grant Tinker is 64. Producer David L Wolper is 62. Actor Rod
Taylor is 61. Country singer Naomi Judd is 44. Golfer Ben Crenshaw is
38.
Thought for today: 'The essence of taste is suitability. Divest the word
of its prim and priggish implications, and see how it expresses the mysterious demand of the eye and mind for symmetry, harmony and order." —
Edith Wharton, American author (1862-1937).
— By The Associated Press

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Don Henry was named chairman
and Melissa Easley as vice chairman of Murray Board of Education. Robert Wagar, maintenance
supervisor, gave a special report at
the meeting last night.
The Rev. Jay L. Brigham will be
installed as pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran Church on Jan. 13.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Light Jr.,
Jan.
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead State University
Eagles 86 to 67 in basketball game
at Racer Arena.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Willard Ails and Mrs. Ottis
Patton have been appointed to leadership posts in 1970 Heart Fund
Drive by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt,
Kentucky Campaign Chairman.
Births reported include a boy to
Barker and Marion Lockett, Dec.
26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
PritcheU, Jan. 5, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Craig Banks, Jan. 6.
Mrs. Floretie Lassiter and
George Shoemaker were married
Jan. 3 at Hazel Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Comity Sr.
were honored Jan. 1 at their home
in celebration of 50th wedding
anniversary.

Thirty years ago
Dark fired tobacco sales opened
on Murray loose leaf floors this
morning with some baskets going
at $53 and $54 per 100 pounds.
Julian Evans, Rotarian, spoke at
a meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Dumas.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart had a
dinner for employees of Bank of
Murray and their families on Dec.
31 at their home.
Forty years ago
A total of 276,487 pounds of
dark fired tobacco sold on Murray
Market yesterday for $70,745.08
for an average of $29.50 per 100
pounds.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Perry and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Orin Outland, Jan. 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
LW. Hill, Jan. 6; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hobert Underwood, Jan. 7; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Steele,
Jan 8; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Hendrick and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Futrell, ian. 9.
Mn. Harlan Hodges Ives speaker
at a meeting of Hazel High School
Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
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Wilkinson to pay taxes he owed on Lexington hotel
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al) —
Although Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
could have avoided paying pan of
the taxes he owed on an eight-story
Frankfort hotel, be has decided to
pay it all.
William Cull, the governor's
lawyer, said the statute of limitations had expired on collecting taxes he owed on the building in
1984, "But the governor did not
want to do that."
"We just want to put this behind
us," Cull said.
Cull said a Nov. 13 story published as part of a series in the
Lexington Herald-Leader called
"Cheating Our Children"
prompted the governor to offer to
pay the taxes.
Wilkinson said Tuesday that he
asked Cull to settle the matter.
"I told Bill to write the (assessor) and the Department of
Revenue and find out what we
ought to pay and do it. That stands
to reason because you've already
given me more misery over it ...
than the tax would have meant."
He has offered to pay $45 in taxes in addition to interest and penalties on the hotel for 1984 and 1985.

11 suggested the hotel. currently
umsed at $6.5 million, should be
assessed at 8300,000 for both
ran.
The state gave Wilkinson a 98
percent discount on the hotel
cause the building was financed
by the government and built on
state property.
Franklin County Assessor Jack
Parrent said the 33.00,000 anew
mem was fair because the hotel lost
money in 1984 and made only a
small profit in 1985.
Wilkinson also agreed to pay
taxes on two stories of condominiums atop the hotel. Cull Digested
the assessment on the condominiums, taxed at regular rates, to be
$150,000 for 1984 and $500,000
for 1985. Parrent accepted the
proposal
Although the bills have not been
calculated, Wilkinson will owe
about $1,400 for 1984 and $4,500
for 1985, not including interest and
a 10 percent penalty.
The governor is going against
his own philosophy in paying the
delinquent taxes.
"I am for tax avoidance," Wilk-

inson is quoted to have said in the
article. "I'm not for tax evasion. I
believe every taxpayer has the
responsibility to avoid whatever
taxes they can avoid."
Wilkinson strongly defended his
failure to pay taxes on the hotel
after the article was published.
"It was a situation where
nobody believed that it belonged
on the tax rolls," Wilkinson said.
However, tax officials appear to
disagree.
Tax officials agreed that the
hotel, which opened in December
1983, should have gone on the tax
rolls beginning in 1984. It did not
appear on the rolls that year, or the
next.
Cull said he realized the omission in 1985 but did not report it.
Parrent said he realized it in 1986
and met with Cull in late 1986 to
discuss the assessment.
Wilkinson said Tuesday that he
sent Cull to Parrent's office in
1986 to put the hotel on the tax
rolls. He said he was concerned
about bad publicity resulting from
his tax situation because the primary election for governor was corn-

Presidential finalists to visit KSU
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Eight finalists will be interviewed
for the job of president at Kentucky
State University, including interim
President Mary Smith and a top
administrator at the Council on
Higher Education.
Only seven of the finalists were
identified by board of regents
Chairman Louie B. Nunn Wednesday, who said the eighth person has
been out of the country and could
not be contacted.
Nunn said interviews with the
candidates will be held Jan. 18-19
on the Frankfort campus.
Smith, a 53-year-old Mississippi
native, took over as interim president following the resignation of
Raymond Burse.
Smith, who earned a bachelor's
degree from Jackson State University and masters and doctoral
degrees from the University of
Kentucky, has been at Kentucky
State since 1974. She rose from an
assistant professor of education to
become associate professor, dean
of the College of Applied Sciences
and finally vice president for
academic affairs.
Also a finalist is Roy Peterson,

assistant to the executvie director
of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education. Peterson, 55, a Louisiana native, has served as interim
president of Tennessee State University and with the Illinois Board
6( Higher Education. He has
degrees from Southern University,
the University of Oregon and the
University of Iowa.
Fmalist Ernest J. Middleton, 52,
is associate dean of the graduate
school at UK. A Louisiana native,
Middleton has also taught at Southern University, where he earned
bachelor's and master's degrees.
Middleton also earned graduate
degrees from the University of
Colorado.
Other finalists identified Wednesday were:
—Johnny R. Hill, 45, vice president for student affairs at Chicago
State University. Hill, an Arkansas
native, earned his bachelor's
degree from KSU and graduate
degrees from Western Kentucky
University and Miami (Ohio) University. He has also served in posts
at Prairie View A&M University in
Texas and Bowie State College in
Maryland.

—Robert L. Satcher, 52, acting
president and provost, SL Paul's
College, Lawrenceville, Va. An
Alabama native, Satcher earned
degrees from Alabama State University, Arizona State University
and Oregon State University. He
has held positions at Alabama
State; Fisk University in Nashville,
Tenn.; Voorhees College in South
Carolina and Hampton University
in Virginia.
—Hertbert N. Watkins, 49, vice
chancellor for financial affairs,
North Carolina Central University.
An Arkansas native, Watkins also
earned his bachelor's degree at
KSU and graduate degrees at the
University of Wisconsin. Watkins
has held posts at Prairie View,
Texas Southern University, Central
State University of Ohio, and Howard University in Washington D.C.
—John Wolfe Jr., 47, provost
and vice president for academic
affairs, Bowie State. A Mississippi
native, Wolfe earned degrees from
Chicago Teachers College and
Purdue University. He has held
positions at Fayetteville State University in North Carolina and
Purdue.

mg up.
"I knew that the Herald-Leader
would do exactly what it has done.
I anticipated that," Wilkinson said.
"I knew that beyond any question
that the Herald-Leader would do
everything to me it could possibly
do, without question."
At Cull's suggestion, Parrent

assessed the hotel at $5 million
after consulting with the state
Revenue Cabinet. Cull said he paid
1986 taxes on the hotel and condominiums, considering it a settlement of all outstanding property
taxes, but no bill was ever issued
for 1984 or 1985, and no taxes
were paid.

Wilkinson sold the hotel in 1987.
Cull received a letter from Parrent last month that said Parrent
erred by not issuing 1984 and 1985
bills. Parrent said he and a
Revenue Cabinet analyst decided to
settle the missing taxes from 1984
through 1986 by asking only for
payment of the 1986 taxes.

Opinions vary on value of night air
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My 79-year-old
husband spends an inactive day in a
home with the temperature around 72
degrees, yet at night he opens a window in his bedroom, even if the temperature is below freezing. I think it's
harmful to sleep in such a cold temperature. What do you think?
DEAR READER: I've always been
interested in how people's perceptions about night air have changed
from generation to generation. When
my father was a boy, breathing cold
night air — particularly damp air —
was considered unhealthful. The windows were definitely closed.
During my childhood, fresh air was
viewed as a tonic. No matter how cold
the outside temperature at night, I
was bundled up, with the window
open, at bedtime. It was murder to get
out of a cold bed in the morning but,
as far as I can see, I didn't suffer as a
result.
My own children sleep with closed
windows when it's cold outside. This is
their preference, and I don't make a
big deal out of it.
Therefore, my answer to your question is: It probably doesn't matter. As

long as you and your husband pile on
the bedclothes and remain comfortable at night, you can open the windows to his heart's content. On the
other hand, closing the windows probably won't do you any harm either.
Only time will tell what the wisdom of
the next generation will be.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My granddaughter died recently, just prior to her
14th birthday, of a malignant chondrosarcoma. This was six weeks after
her first complaint of a sore shoulder
The tumor that appeared slightly below the rib cage was attached to her
liver. We didn't get any satisfaction
from her doctor as to why this happened so quickly. With so little relief,
we are concerned because there is another child from the same parents.
Could problems develop here also?
DEAR READER: Chondrosarcoma, a malignant tumor of cartilage, can be extremely difficult to
treat because it tends to "seed" or implant in surrounding tissues, as well
as to metastasize (spread to distant
organs). It may grow quickly and involve vital organs, such as the liver.
Neither radiation nor chemotherapy will halt the growth. Surgery is the
only treatment, and even this therapy

is unsuccessful once the tumor has
spread.
No one knows why certain malignancies grow faster and more out of
control than others. Your granddaughter had a highly malignant cancer for which treatment was, unfortunately, unsuccessful
This does not mean her sibling is at
risk. Chondrosarcomas are not common or, to my knowledge, hereditary.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Viruses and Cancer." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their name and address to PO Box 91369. Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title.
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Columbia closes in on satellite
By LAURA TOLLEY
Asseclatod Press Writer

SPACE CENTER, Houston —
The Columbia astronauts put a
Navy communications satellite into
orbit Wednesday and continued to
close in on the path of a floating
science laboratory they hope to
snatch from space.
"It was an outstanding morning," flight director Al Pennington
said shortly after the release of the
15,200-pound Syncom satellite.
"So everything looks real good
right now. It's a great ship up there
they're flying and it continues to
perform beautifully."
After the satellite was released,
the astronauts turned their attention
to the other major task of the mission, tracking down the
21,400-pound Long Duration Exposure Facility so it can be brought
back to Earth.
Commander Dan Brandenstein
and pilot Jim Wetherbee steered
the space shuttle through additional
maneuvers to help the orbiter catch
up to the bus-size LDEF. If the
astronauts fail, the satellite is
expected to be pulled to its destruction in a fiery dive through Earth's
atmosphere on March 9.
Columbia is in a slightly lower
orbit than LDEF, which enables it
to circle the globe a little faster and
gradually narrow the distance
between it and the satellite. The
shuttle was closing in on LDEF at
a rate of about 40 miles per 91-minute orbit Wednesday.
When the shuttle lifted off from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., on Tuesday,
it was 1,725 miles behind LDEF.
By the time the five crew members
ended their workday Wednesday
afternoon, they were about 750
miles from their target.
The chase should end Friday
morning when mission specitilist
Bonnie Dunbar plans to use the
shuttle's 50-foot robot arm to latch
onto LDEF and tuck it into the cargo bay for the trip home.
Scientists are eager to see what
has happened to the 57 selfcontained experiments aboard during nearly six years of exposure to
pee. LDEF was to have been

retrieved 10 months after a shuttle
put it into orbit in 1984, but scheduling problems and the 1986
Challenger disaster delayed the
retrieval
Columbia mission specialists
Dunbar, David Low and Marsha
Ivins worked on several experiments of their own, concentrating
on materials processing and tests of
how well the human body adapts to
living in weightlessness.
The major task Wednesday,
deploying the $85 million Syncom
satellite, was completed in the
morning when it sh.... from its
berth in the cargo y and spun

away. Forty-five minutes later, an
onboard motor fired to propel the
satellite toward its permanent
working post 22,300 miles above
the Pacific.
The satellite, built by Hughes
Aircraft, will complete a network
of five satellites through which the
Pentagon communicates with its
planes, ships and bases around the
world.
Columbia's 10-day mission is
the second-longest in 33 shuttle
missions. It is a step toward even
longer flights leading to extended
stays in space of several months
aboard space station Freedom.
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Community events listed
Thursday, Jan. 11
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. in county courtroom of Graves County
Courthouse, Mayfield.
Family YMCA will have Tots in
Motion for 3-5 years from 4:30 to
5:15 p.m. at Carter Elementary
School, and Aerobics from 6:45 to
7:45 p.m. at Robertson School. For
information call 759-YMCA.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center, 408 Main St. For
information call Kenneth,
753-3580, or Mary, 753-1334 or
753-7994.
Late registration and payment of
fees for 1990 spring semester at
Murray State University will be
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center of Si Leo's Catholic
Church.

Thursday, Jan. 11
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Middle School Basketball teams will host Calloway
County Middle School Basketball
teams at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Tiger Girls
Basketball Teams will play at Marshall County High School at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
have visitation at 6:45 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Hall.

Friday, Jan. 12
An Open Horse Show, sponsored
by New Providence Riding Club,
will be at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission is $2.
Square and round dancing with
music by Bill James and the Wonder Band will be from 7:30 to
10:30 a.m. at WOW Youth Camp.

******************************

Cash (R)

1:30
3:25
7:10
9:10

Steel
Magnolias (PG)

1:30
330
7:10
9:15

ENDS TONIGHT
Christmas
7:05
Vacation (PG) 9:10
Thursday Night
is Bargain Night
3.00 Adult '2.50 Child

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

Murray High School Boys'
Basketball teams will host Mayfield at 6 p.m. MHS Pep Band will
play. A Junior Class sponsored
dance will follow.

It's a
gift
First lady
Barbara Bush
looks at her
inaugural gown
after presenting
it to the
Smithsonian
Institution in
Washington
Tuesday. It will
be displayed
with the
collection of
gowns from
previous first
ladies.

U.S. Census Bureau will conduct
tests for crewleaders and enumerators at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church, Hazel.
Family YMCA will have 50+
Fitness at 10 a.m. at Racer Arena,
Murray State University. For information call 759-YMCA.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Late registration and payment of
fees for 1990 spring semester at
Murray State University will be
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Curris
Center.

We can offer you. . .

Computerized Prescription Records
For Taxes & Insurance
.15% Cash Discount on Prescriptions
•FREE City-Wide Delivery
•Medical Claim Service
PCS •Medimet .13C-BS •Paid State Aid
'Locally Owned & Operated
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Two groups will be featured in Project Graduation's Christian Sing
on Sunday, Jan. 14, from 2 to 4 p.m. at First Baptist Church, North
Poplar Street, Paris, Tenn. Featured will be The King's Sons of Caboway County, top photo, who are from left, Gary McClure, Roger
Stubblefield, Randy McClure and Tony McClure, and bottom photo,
Glorybound of Paris, who are, from left, front, Andy McBee, Kay
Loines, Carol McBee, Ray Houston, back, Russ Fowlston, Rick Martin and Bryan Oakes. Also featured will be Fellowship Singing Group
of Henry County High School. Admission will be $3 in advance and
$4 at the door. Proceeds will go toward Project Graduation of Henry
County High School. The public is urged to support this special project and hear these special singing groups, a spokesperson said.

Western Kentucky Gospel Music
Association will start its winter
gospel singing convention at 7 p.m.
at Southland Baptist Temple,
Paducah.
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Calloway County Middle School
Basketball teams will play at Benton at 3:30 p.m.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.

•••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
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Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.

Calloway County High School
Boys' Basketball teams will play at
Hopkinsville at 6 p.m.

United Way general board meeting will be at 12 noon at Pagliai's.

Tango

Friday, Jan. 12
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For
information call 753-5809.

Friday, Jan. 12
Winter Gospel Singing Convention of WGMA will be at 7 p.m. at
Southland Baptist Temple,
Paducah.

Let us entertain you...

SinginN thinned Sunday

753-1462
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AP photo

Mrs. Bush donates gown
By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Barbara Bush says she really hates to
give it up, but her sapphire blue
satin-and-velvet inaugural gown is
joining a display of other dresses
worn by first ladies.
Mrs. Bush on Tuesday presented
her Arnold Scaasi gown to the
Smithsonian Institution's Museum
of American History.
"I love this dress and I really
hate to give it up," she said.
She also surrendered the purse,
shoes and the Keru.eth J. Lane fake
pearls she wore with the gown.
Mrs. Bush wore the ensemble when
George Bush was inaugurated last
January, and again at a diplomatic
gala.
In brief remarks to a small group
of invited guests at the museum,
Mrs. Bush paid tribute to Scaasi
and to Yves Graux, her longtime
hairdresser, for helping her through
a year during which she suffered
from Graves disease. The affliction
is an immune system condition that
affected her eyes and thyroid.
"Everybody knows I've had a
dumb year with pop eyes and all
sorts of weird things," she said.
"Without my hairdresser, my
precious Mr. Scaasi, and other
friends who made me feel like I
looked good anyway, it would have
been a different year," she said.

Oafart e/

Save Up To 5
lir Off
Entire Men's & Ladies' Fat & Winter Merchandise

Buckingham
970 Chestnut St.

Tuesday was Mrs. Bush's
seventh consecutive day of 10 radiation treatments to combat the eye
irritation and double vision resulting from her illness.
Her eyes looked reddish, as they
sometimes have during the past
several months, but she was jocular
and relaxed. Mrs. Bush wore a
bright purple, long-sleeved knit
dress by Scaasi.
Her press secretary, Anna Perez,
said the 64-year-old first lady
"feels fine," although it won't be
known for some time whether the
radiation is working.
She quipped that the Orecianstatue face on the mannequin wearing her inaugural gown "looks
exactly like me."
Scaasi said he has duplicated the
dress, in different colors, for sale
in ready-to-wear collections.
"I asked the White House if
they would mind, and they said
they wouldn't," he told reporters.
The dress will be on display in a
museum gallery with those of former first ladies Jacqueline Kennedy, Lady Bird Johnson, Patricia
Nixon, Betty Ford, Rosalynn Carter
and Nancy Reagan. Gowns of other
first ladies also are part of the
display.
Scaasi, Mrs. Bush's favorite
designer, said the first lady chooses
her own clothes and "has great
carriage."
"She's a woman who knows
what she wants," Graux said of
Mrs. Bush.
Mrs. Bush was diagnosed early
last year with Graves' disease,
which initially attacked her thyroid,
making it overproductive and causing weight loss. The thyroid condition was alleviated with a radioactive treatment and drugs, but the
eye symptoms have persisted.

Mrs. Beasley is 98 today
A lOng-time resident of Calloway County, Mrs. Reba Beasley, celebrates her 98th birthday today. Born Jan. 11, 1892, Mrs. Beasley is the
eldest daughter of the late William Wallace Harrison and Mrs. Alice Gregory Harrison.
During the early years of Mrs. Beasley's life, the family resided near
_Aurora in Marshall County and later moved to the Locust Grove area of
Calloway County in 1943.
She was martial to the late Horace Beasley by the Rev. O.A. Marrs at
his Paducah Methodist Parsonage on Dec, 10, 1916. The two had one son,
Howard, who now resides in Apex, N.C.
Local family members include two sisters, Mrs. Willie Ward of Murray
and Mrs. Rubye Love of Benton, and several nieces and nephews.
Known affectionately as "Aunt Reba" to friends and relatives alike,
Mrs. Beasley plans to celebrate her birthday with a family dinner at her
home.

Christian Club will meet
Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a "Nifty Nineties"
luncheon on Tuesday, Jan. 16, from
12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. The cost of the luncheon will be $4.75.
Jeanne Price of Paducah will be
the guest speaker. A native of Russia, she fled to Germany with her
family during World War II, and
then to Morocco after the war. Her
family came to the United States in
1958. She and her husband, Paul, a
Paducah physician, have one
daughter 'and one son.
The special feature, a display of
sweatshirt designs and accessories,
will be presented by Heart and
Tole.
Special music will be presented
Anne Lough. She has sung and
played folk music since the age of
14 and plays such instruments as

Hospital dismissals listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Wednesday, Jan. 10. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Arlene Adams, Rt. 1, Box
372, Murray; Mrs. Kelli Pettit, and
baby girl, 716 Memorial Dr., No.
33 Trailer Park, Paris, Tenn.;
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the guitar, autoharp and dulcimer.
She received her music education
degree from Murray State University. She and her husband, Robert,
have four daughters.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Sunday evening, Jan. 14, by calling Freda
Lovett, 753-3999, or Linda Salley,
753-8016.
A nursery for preschoolers is
provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations can
be made by calling Cathy Mathis at
753-8106.
All interested ladies are welcome
to attend. There are no dues, no
membership fees or any obligation.
Christian Women's Club is a worldwide organization and is not affiliated with any church of denomination, according to Susan Breeding,
local chairperson.

• Millions rely on Kenmore
or their heating and
cooling needs
• Our htgh efficiency
models could help
'educe your energy
costs
SEARS AuTHORZED INSTALLATHON EXTRA)

753-2310 Bel-Air Center

Mrs. Tammy Peppers and baby
girl, 1105 Madison, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Edna Jackson, Rt. 2, Box 693,
Dover, Tenn.;
Robert Burkeen, RI 3, Box 174,
Murray; Jerry Dowdy, Rt. I, Box
143, Almo; Glen Henderson,
Hardin;
Mrs. Beulah Grace, P.O. Box
212, Hazel; Mrs. Rebecca Mott,
E-6 Coach Estates, Murray; Mrs.
Eula Hoffman, Rt. 1, Box 182,
Dexter,
Mrs. Orlean Parker, 218 South
12th St., Murray; Mrs. Sylvesta
Thomason, Rt. 3, Box 430K,
Murray;
Joe Grissom, Rt. 1, Box 21,
Water Valley; Mrs. Katherine Hutson, 915 Minor Si, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mildred R. Barber (expired)
Convalescent Division, MCCH;
John Earl Warford (expired) 407
South Ninth Si, Murray;
Mrs. Gracie Bucy (expired) 1306
Sycamore Si, Murray; John Merrill
(expired) 1502 Oak Si, Murray.
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Bible Study at New Providence
New Providence Baptist Church will have its January Bible Study on
Sunday, Jan. 14, at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. service. The study on Corinthians
will be led by the Rev. Terry Sills, director of missions of Blood River
Baptist Association. The public is invited to attend, according to the pastor, the Rev. Odell Colson.

Gospel convention opens tonight
Western Kentucky Gospel Music Association will have its Winter Gospel Singing Convention tonight, Friday and Saturday, Jan. 11, 12 and 13.
Sessions will be at 7 p.m. nightly at Southland Baptist Temple, Yarbo
Lane, Paducah.

Seminar planned at hospital
"Eating, Exercising and You? You Bet Your Life!" will be the theme of
the seminar in Education Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital on
Saturday, Jan. 13, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Suzanne Seeley, registered
dietitian, will discuss "Snacks, Eating Out, and Recipe Revisions." Jean
Baltz, registered dietitian eligible, will discuss "Cholesterol in Your
Diet." Becky Noffsinger, registered dietitian, will discuss "Exercise, Eating Disorders and Basic Nutrition." Anne Newberry, registered dietitian,
will discuss "Quick N' Easy Nutritional Choices and Demonstrations." A

15 registration fee will be taken and a book, "HealthyLife for Women,"
will be received. To preregister call Health Promotions at the hospital,
762-1384.

Maxwell will speak at Benton
Shawn Maxwell of the Humane Society of Calloway County will be a
special guest at he first meeting of the Humane Society of Marshall Courtly, Inc., tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce, Benton.

Bethel Chapel plans two events
Bethel Chapel Pentecostal Church, located on Highway 94 East, will
host an Independent Pentecostal Fellowship on Saturday, Jan. 13, at 7
p.m. This will include several speakers, singing, worship and praise. On
Sunday, Jan. 14, at 7 p.m., Terry Phillips of Pentecostal Children's Home
at Barbourville will be a guest speaker. The public is urged to attend these
events on Saturday and Sunday.

Nutritionists to meet Monday
Murray Area Nutritionists Association will meet Monday, Jan. 15, at
4:30 p.m. in the Weight Control for Life classroom at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. All members and interested persons are invited and
urged to attend, a MANA spokesperson said.

Brooks Chapel UMW will meet

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, Jan. 13, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway Cpunty Public Library. All
interested persons are invited to
attend.
Gladys Jarrett, director of the
event, has released some of the
poems written by participants as
follows:
The Better Way
By Charlie E. York
Lord Jesus Our Savior-Wonderful counselor is Thy
Name.
It has been two thousand years-men have forgotten why You
came;
Refill us with Thy spirit-once again to tell.
How You came and died-to deliver us from hell.
Lord renew the vision-show us work to do.
Fill us with They love-to do the task for You.
Men clamor in darkness-even in our great land.
They know not Thy Son-how can they understand.
Lord give us another Paul-to open the eyes of men.
For this land of promise-is tarnished with blood and sin.
Lord Jesus give us compassion-To watch, work and pray.
To live by Thy example-modeling the better way.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the church. Elizabeth Barnett, president, urges all
interested women to attend. The UMW held its annual holiday party. and
potluck meal on Dec. 14 at the home of Bob and Cindy Wiley. Two new
members are Daytha Dowdy and Cathy Duncan. Thirty-seven members
and guests were present.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Jan. 16, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. Members are asked to bring a 4x16 inch piece of
o'clock.
fabric,
After a supper of stew and bread ruler, pencil and scissors. Also each one should gifts for the December
gift exchange. New officers are Geneva Giles, president, luta
I was delaying going to bed;
Hudson,
I really did want to write a vice president, Eva Hopkins, secretary, and Edith Moore, treasurer.
Objectives for Quilt Lovers Club are to provide an art form in quilting
rhyme.
My grandmother does it all the that attains a high degree of excellence; to encourage the appreciation of
quiltmaking in the community by participating in activities related to the
time!
art of quilting; to encourage club members to participate in county,
And so I sat at my desk once
state
and national competition; to show appreciation to Calloway County Publmore..
My feet placed squarely upon the ic Library for providing a meeting place for the club. All interested persons are invited, Mrs. Giles said.
floor..
Holding my pen in my eager
hand
Staring at the plants upon their
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet Monday, Jan. 15,
stand.
at 6 p.m. in the board room of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For more information call 1-442-1310.
Follow the Leader
By Shelley Sanders Gibson
The people. The sheep;
Led by their own kind;
Ladies' day events at Murray Country Club will be Wednesday, Jan.
A Judas. They keep
17.
A luncheon will be served at 12 noon. This will be catered at a cost of
The secrets of their minds
$5.50 per person. For reservations for the luncheon call 753-6113 after 3
If they have any.
p.m. Bridge with Eva Morris as hostess, phone 753-8584, will be played
Secrets they may have.
at 10 a.m.
Minds? Not many.

Oncology Nursing event Monday

EXCUJDING TRADE INS • LAYAWAYS • SPECIAL ORDERS

Murray club ladies plan events

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center - 753-7695

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

Downtown Murray

A Proverb?
By Wilma Jean Sanders
If you would be wise
Never guess your wife's size
Just buy her petite
And keep the receipt.

SUITS

Self pity — Friends
By Marie Jarrett
I wandered — gropingly
In darkness of grief.
I struggled — totteringly
In pity and pain.
My head bowed
Shuting out — Friends.
My lips — muttered
discontent — not prayers.
I wallowed egotistically
in pride — loneliness.
Then a friend — took my hand
Gave me — a hug
Said I care.
Shared a casserole.
I lifted my head — joy flooded.
I determined — to cast aside
grief
And live in relief.
Upward — abundantly
in peace.
The Rhyme
By Linda M. Siebold
I sat at my desk — my pen in
hand..
Staring at the plants upon their
stand.
I wanted to write a superb
rhyme.
(My grandmother does it all the
time.)
I tried very hard — without
success..
My mind Would do nothing but
digress
From the small task I set before
it
No matter how I might implore
it.
And so I gave it up for the day
And helped my children dress
for play.
I washed the floor and vacuumed
the rug
And then gave the children each
a hug.
We bathed the dog, then planted
a flower,
Ate lunch, and then relaxed for
an hour.
In the afternoon we took a walk
Returning home about four

SOLITAIRES...CLUSTERS...
EARRINGS...PENDANTS... BANDS...
BRIDAL SETS...BRACELETS...ETC.
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Lady Racers use second half for big win
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Met Sports Item

Michael Strickland
MSU Athletic Director

In last month's column I informed you that a
commission had been appointed by the KnightRitter Corporation to study the whole image of
college athletics. We also discussed some proposals by Bill Benner, a reporter for the
Indianapolis Star, relating to some items he
would like to see the Knight-Ritter Commission
consider.
Many of these suggestions in some form will be a part of
the final Knight Commission Report. Today, I would like to
comment on each of the items that came out of last month's
column and see if we can create some discussion about the
pros and cons of each of these.
1. Eliminate freshman eligibility. In my opinion this is good
legislation. Freshmen probably ought to have a year to adapt to
campus life before getting involved in big-time athletics. However, the philosophy breaks down when you get away from bigtime college basketball and college football. The pressure is not
necessarily the same for golf, tennis, baseball and track studentathletes who have had a semester to adjust. I think that perhaps
we really do need to look at doing away with freshman eligibility for big-time football and basketball, but not be so imprudent
as to deny this opportunity to everyone. Or course, if you do
this, you geiointo the area of discrimination, which becomes a
sticky wicket in a lot of ways.
2. Do away with redshirting for anything but verifiable major
medical reasons. I support this. I think this would be good policy. In conjunction with this, though, I think we need to go
from a plan that allows four years of eligibility to a plan that
allows five years of eligibility so that we can make adjustments for the freshman year and still allow an individual to have four
years of eligibility left. The Big Sky Conference has proposed
this legislation every year and, in my opinion, while it was first
laughed at, it is getting closer and closer to being something
that will be considered.
3. Reduce schedules from 11 to 10 in football and from 28
to 24 in basketball. This is good in theory and I think the
Presidents are going to pursue both of these measures. The costbenefit ration here will, however, create some problems for a lot
of people.
4. Limit practiees to two hours a day and eliminate Sunday
workouts. I think it's awfully difficult to legislate practice and
it's awfully difficult to tell individuals who want to practice and
be successful that there should be a limit to that practice. If we
have situations where students are being abused in a practice
schedule, that's the responsibility of the school to work out. As
far as Sunday workouts, I could personally favor doing away
with all Sunday workouts, but I think that, given the status of
separation of church and state in our society and the many
other things which occur on Sunday, this may be something that
is just not workable in the 1990s.
5. Limit in-season media access to athletes. This particular
proposal is kind of strange to me in that athletes as a rule
don't mind publicity and being given media attention. If, however, we are talking about the obsessive media attention that goes
on at the level of Kentucky basketball, then there should be
some control.
6. Eliminate spring football and begin basketball practice Nrov.
I. I support the moving of basketball practice back. As I have
stated in other columns, I think we need to look at when the
season ends to balance this out. I'm opposed to eliminating the
spring football practice. I think that if we want to have some
reduction in the number of days we participate in pads, we
might look at a reduction, but to completely eliminate spring
football would, in my opinion, create a deterioration of the product in the fall,
7. After specified length of time, give the coaches tenure and
reduce the win-or-lose-your-job pressure. In my opinion this is
an idea that is going to be awfully hard to sell. If you give a
coache tenure, it's awfully difficult to explain to a faculty member how they can still maintain the higher salaries, coaches'
shows, and shoe contracts. I would imagine that most coaches
would prefer to keep the higher income rather than trading for
tenure. It might be possible to create an environment where a
coach could have a choice of tenure but I think it is inconsistent to ask for tenure and also for the higher pay scale.
8. Pay coaches on a scale relative to that of professors. This
is a follow-up to the previous proposal. Again, if we are going
to talk about tenure this has some merit. But if we are not
talking about tenure and we are talking about coaches in many
cases existing on won-loss records, then I think it is unfair not
to pay them appropriately for the high amount of stress that
goes with such a job.
9. Eliminate or restrict the amount of outside income a coach
can earn. I come down as a free-market individual on this subject. I'm not sure that we have the right to eliminate or restrict
the amount of outside income. I think what the NCAA has tried
to do is control the reporting of this income and to have a
handle on it. There are some people who feel it should be run
through the university and others who feel that if the coach
reports it, then that is fair enough. I do think that coaches who
are smart would work to somehow have their income controlled
by the university and some sharing of income with the department as a whole. This would, in my opinion, go a long way
toward erasing some of the concern about coaches who end up
with income figures that are higher than the president of the
university's.
10. Tell television networks whcn and where games will be
played, not vice-versa. This one is great in theory but ridiculous
in practicality. The opportunity to play on TV is one that is
awfully easy to turn down if you are at the University of
Michigan, but not quite so easy to turn down if you are
offered the opportunity here are Murray State.
11. Distribute all television and broadcast revenues among all
institutions. I support this whole-heartedly and' I think most people who were thinking would support this. One of the real
problems we have in the whole system is greed and the pursuit
of money. If the basketball tournament's television revenue could
be distributed among everyone on an equal basis and kids could
play for the opportunity to be NCAA champions only. I" think
we would all have a healthier environment.
12. Require colleges to publish graduation rates. I support this
whole-heartedly. I think the President's Commission is moving in
this regard and I would like to see the NCAA adopt this. I
think it would be healthy for all of us.
13. Tie scholarships to graduation rates; new scholarships
available only when athletes receive their degrees. I support this
(Cont'd on page 9A)
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Michelle Wenning goes up for two of her 14 points in Wednesday's
88-58 Lady Racer win over Chicago State. Wenning was named OVC
Player of the Week on Tuesday for her performance in the Fun and
Sun Classic.

The Murray State Lady Racers
finished up pre-conference play
with an 88-55 win over Chicago
State Wednesday night in Racer
Arena.
The Lady Racers, facing an 0-14
CSU team, struggled in the first
half and led by just six at halftime,
but ran off 16 straight in the second half to blow the game wide
open.
"We played well in Florida, and
I thought we were ready to go into
the conference," Lady Racer coach
Larry Wall said."We just played to
their level tonight. I kind of
expected it but I was hoping it
wouldn't happen."
Melissa Huffman pumped in 25
points to lead the Lady Racers. The
senior from Columbus, Ind. hit
8-of-11 from the floor, 8-of-8 from
the line and also pulled down 10
rebounds.
Michelle Wenning had 14 points,
while Rita Bryars tossed in 12 and
Karen Johnson had 11.
The Lady Cougars, who are 3-63
during the tenure of coach Jim
Boosalis and were defeated 86-38
last season by the Lady Racers,
shot just 21 percent from the floor
in the second half and made 28 turnovers. MSU outrebounded the
Lady Cougars 54-40, with Johnson
leading the way with 12.
MSU jumped out early 7-2 when
Michelle Wenning converted a
stick back bucket. Chicago State

closed within three, but Murray
went on a 12-4 lead to take their
first double digit lead of the night
when back-to-back layups from
Wenning gave MSU a 23-10 lead.
After a CSU bucket, a Huffman
3-pointer gave Murray a 14-point
edge, their largest of the half.
Chicago State chipped away at
the advantage, and, thanks to Murray turnovers, a jumper from Mary
McNicholas with three seconds left
in the half made it 38-32 at
intermission.
A 9-2 run keyed by Tawnya
Pierce at the start of the second
half gave MSU a 13-point lead, but
Chicago State scored six straight to
cut it to 47-40 with 15:31 left.
Murray then ran off 16 straight
on a 21-2 run, with Johnson, Huffman and Pinson converting turnovers into easy scores at the other
end, including a 3-point play on a
driving one-handed layup from
Johnson. MSU's 33-point edge at
the final horn was their largest lead
of the night.
Wall, who admitted to a spirited
halftime talk, said that defense was
the key.
"We got more aggressive defensively," Wall said. "I got'on them
pretty good at halftime. Before the
game, I had complimented them on
how they had been playing, and
then we go out and only lead an
0-14 team by six at halftime."
• • •
MSU will tipoff OVC action
Saturday afternoon when they host
Morehead State.

Kentucky defense turns over Florida for win
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky is beginning to see the light
again,
The Wildcats snapped a fivegame losing streak Wednesday
night, outscoring Florida 17-9 in
the final 3:49 to post an 89-81
Southeastern Conference victory.
"We went into a dark spell,"
Kentucky guard Sean Woods said
of the skid. "But we stayed positive and held our heads up and
practiced hard."
Woods was particularly positive
at the free-throw line, where he had
been hitting only 52.7 percent
going into the game. He made 10
of 12 attempts during the late spurt
that assured Kentucky (6-7 overall
and 2-2 in the SEC) of its first win
since Dec. 23.

"I knew they were going to foul
me," said Woods, who led the
Wildcats with 20 points. "It's a
carryover from practice. I've been
working hard on my free-throw
shooting."
Florida (5-5 and 1-2) had tied
the game at 72 when Dwayne
Schintzius sank one of two free
throws with 3:57 remaining. Kentucky then took control as its
defense forced four turnovers.
Derrick Miller made two free
throws at the 3:45 mark to put the
Wildcats up for good and, after a
Florida missed shot, Resggie Hanson drilled a 3-pointer from the top
of the key for a 77-72 lead at 3:33.
Florida again failed to score, and
Woods hit two free throws to widen the margin to seven points at

2:44. John Pelphrey then stole
Florida's inbounds pass, and
Woods sank two more free throws
at 2:13 for an 81-72 lead.
Stacey Poole and Dwayne Davis
scored on rebound baskets to slice
Kentucky's margin to 81-76, but
the Gators would draw no closer as
Woods made six of eight freethrow attempts in the final 90
seconds.
"Kentucky earned the victory
with its great hustle," said Florida
coach Don DeVoe. "It was a great
job in the old hustle department. In
the final analysis, Kentucky forced
the issue with hustle and extension
of the defense."
Kentucky, which missed 18 of
45 free throws, was able to neutralize Florida's superior size by scor-

ing 25 points off 24 Gator turnovers. Florida came in averaging 17
floor mistakes a game.
"I think our press was really
effective in the second half," said
Kentucky forward Deron Feldhaus.
"They got tired and started making
some key turnovers, and we took
advantage of them."
DeVoe said: "We tried to set a
school record on turnovers, but we
fell a little short. The chief factor
was that Kentucky was down the
floor playing defense and we didn't
protect the ball."
Hanson tallied 19 points for
Kentucky, while Feldhaus had 14
and Miller 12. The Wildcats hit
only eight of 23 shots from the
3-point line, including three of six
in the second half.

MTSU suspends Buck; Beebe to review tapes
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Middle Tennessee State guard
Mike Buck will be suspended for
one game for starting a fight during
the game with Tennessee Tech that
resulted in five players being
ejected, MTSU coach Bruce Stewart announced Wednesday.
"His action caused the fight,
which resulted in three of his teammates and two Tennessee Tech
players being ejected from the
game," Stewart said of Monday
night's brawl. "We hope the suspension will serve to keep Mike
from making that mistake again, as

well as to prevent any other players
from doing the same thing."
Visiting Tennessee Tech eventually won the game in Murfreesboro, 100-75.
Ohio- Valley Conference Commissioner Dan Beebe said earlier
he planned to review videotapes of
the fight sent by both schools to
the OVC office in Nashville.
According to videotapes played
on Nashville television stations, the
fight started when Buck shoved
Tech's Milos Babic on the hip as
Babic was shooting.
"I have watched the film from

two different angles and I have to
say we've got a couple of our players and a manager who we're not
very proud of," said Tech coach
Frank Harrell.
"There were some vicious, vicious blows thrown and landed," he
said. "We were really lucky
nobody got hurt."
Buck will be suspended from
Thursday night's game against
Louisiana Tech in Murfreesboro.
MTSU plays Tech again Feb. 3 in
Cookeville.
Benches from both sides emptied
when the fight occurred with 10:31

left in the first half. Security officers prevented fans from taking part.
"Fists were flying everywhere,".
said Earl Wise, the second Tech
player thrown out. Three Middle
Tennessee State players were
ejected: Quincy Vance, Kevin Wallace and David Clark.
The officiating crew watched a
television replay before deciding
on which players to kick out.
Media reports said players from
both teams were "bad-mouthing"
each other out of ear-shot of officials prior to the fight.

Tourney puts small schools in limelight
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports WrNet

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Remember Carr Creek, Brewers, Hindman and
Hazel Green?
They were schools with small enrollments that captured the hearts of
the fans while winning Kentucky State High School Basketball championships in years past. It's been since the 1960s — when Earlington and
Glasgow won titles — that a small school has climbed to the top.
But small schools get another chance to be in the limelight in the inaugural Kentucky All-A Classic basketball tournament Feb. 7-10 in Memorial Coliseum on the University of Kentucky campus.
Some of the 121 teams that will be competing for the trip to Lexington
are Fulton City, Dawson Springs, Bremen, Cloverport, Whitesville Trinity, Bethlehem, Portland Christian, Walden, Eminence, Silver Grove,
Berea, Burgin, Red Bird, Raceland and Dorton.
"It's been so long ago that many people don't even remember when
David kicked Goliath in the state tournament," said Stan Steidel, the
guiding force behind the Kentucky All-A tournament.
Steidel is the athletic director and basketball coach at Dayton High
School in northern Kentucky. He has also been a football coach in his 23
years at the school and knows first-hand the difference between competing with similar-sized schools and against the large schools.
Dayton has been a football power since the state went to a class system
in 1959. In basketball, however. Dayton last played in the state tourney in
1944.
"You've got a chance to be a success against teams your own size in
football," Steidel said. "You can do a good job in basketball and not be
as competitive with the way it is now."
For the past 10 years an All-A Classic tournament has been held in
northern Kentucky.
"We had been inviting teams from all over the state, but the demand to
play in the tournament was so great that we couldn't invite everyone,"
Steidel said.
Last January, a meeting was held to see how many schools would be
interested in participating in a state-wide toumamenL Twelve of the 16

THE ALL'A" CLASSIC

lAurray High will compete in the First Region AAA tournament, Jan. 31—Feb. 3 a Mayfield High
School. Seeding wil be by Litkenhous rankings,
with the top-seed gaining a first-round bye into Friday's semifinals.
Other 1st Region teams besides Murray include
Salami lAernorial, Carlisle County, Fulton City, Fulton County, Heath, Hickman County, Mayfield and
St. Mary.

basketball regions were represented, and since then, there has been full
representation at monthly meetings in setting up the Kentucky All-A
Classic.
Teams with enrollment of no more than 424 will compete for regional
titles from Jan. 29-Feb. 3, with the winners making the trip to Lexington
for the championship.
"I get calls everyday from people saying that they played for a small
school and they're looking forward to the tournament," he said. "We're
taking advantage of tradition, too, with the little towns coming to Lexington to see their teams play in Memorial Coliseum."
And Memorial Coliseum, the site of so many memorable state tourneys
from 1951 to 1965, is "the only basketball museum in the state," Steidel
said. "It's special."
There have been 64,000 tickets printed for the Kentucky All-A Classic.
Profits from the tourney will go to the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase.
Tournament officials are looking for corporate sponsors from each of
the regions. For $5,000, a sponsor receives 100 tickets to the session
when its region plays, four box tickets for the entire tourney, VIP parking
interview on the radio network that will be broadcasting all the
games.
Steidel, who has pushed for class alignments in basketball, stressed that
the tournament isn't an alternative to the KHSAA's Sweet 16 in March
that includes every school in the state.
"I love the Sweet 16," he said. "I haven't missed it since I was a little
boy. We're not affecting it. We tried to change it from within and
couldn't, but this isn't anything negative or a protest.
"It's just giving kids from small schools an opportunity to compete
against each other."

THE
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Schultz said he knew of no other convention
"The punishment must be more persuasive
in which so much had been done for studentthan it has been," Pittsburgh athletic director Ed
athletes, and the NCAA Presidents Commission
Bozik said. "This indicates we are no different
now has momentum to work toward more mean- than society,
(only) a reflection of society's
ingful reform.
problems."
"There is now within the membership a very
Schultz told the 1,900 delegates that the
strong and urgent feeling that we need some
tougher anti-drug program was needed because
reform, that we need some change," Schultz "we are only
catching the dumb ones."
said. "This was a good first step. What hapUnder the new drug penalties, first-time
pened obviously provides momentum for offenders could lose
an entire year's eligibility
reform."
Those who test positive a second time for
But few of the reforms approved here
"street drugs" will lose another year of eligibilappeared to be chiseled in concrete, particularly ity, but athletes caught
using steroids twice will
the plan to eliminate three basketball games be banned for life.
beginning in 1992-93.
Schultz said the NCAA expects court chalAthletic directors stung by the prospective lenges to its program, but
also expects Co
loss of revenue from three basketball games —
prevail.
said to be up to $1.5 million a year at some
The emphasis is on steroids, he said, because
schools — say they'll try for a compromise to most of the positive tests
the NCAA has seen
restore some games before the 25-game limit have been for performanceenhancing drugs.
goes into effect.
"Performance-enhancing drugs are really
"It wouldn't be the end of the world if we got those ones that make a competitive
difference,"
a lot of other reform and the number was 27. Schultz said, and delegates
"wanted to concenThe number is arbitrary," Big 10 commissioner trate on performance-enhancing drugs
at this
Jim Delany said.
particular time because they feel that's by far
The year-round drug-testing program will the major problem."
begin by checking three dozen football players
Presently, the NCAA tests only during
at every Division I school for steroids and mask- championship events and at bowl
games. If they
ing agents. The change is an admission, dele- test positive, NCAA athletes
now face only the
gates said, that colleges don't have drug use in loss of eligibility for postseason
competition for
check.
90 days.

Baseball faces spring lockout possibility
NEW YORK (AP) — The threat
of a spring training lockout is
growing, and the baseball players'
association reacted cautiously to
the owners' long-awaited revenuesharing proposal.
Management made its presentation on Wednesday, a day after
telling clubs to put spring training
preparations on hold until an owners' meeting on Feb. 9. The
revenue-sharing proposal is tied to
a pay-for-performance plan that
would set salary scales for players
with less than six years in the
majors.
"One of the things we asked
them was ... what the players
would get under this proposal and
how it would differ — what would
happen if this proposal weren't
implemented?" Lauren Rich, assistant general counsel of the Major
League Baseball Players Association, said.
The proposal was advanced during the ninth negotiating session to
replace the collective-bargaining
agreement that expired Dec. 31.
Chuck O'Connor, management's
chief negotiator, said it designated
a percentage of revenue to the
players as a whole and did not
break it down to specific age or
experience groups. He said it was
different from the NBA plan,
which allots players 53 percent of
the revenue.

A1..D....
(Cont'd from page 8A)
one in theory but I think you have
to have a very good reporting system in order to make sure everyone
is reporting equally. I also have
some problems tying scholarships
to graduation rates when there is
such a wide disparity among institutions in terms of academic
expectations.
14. Do away with contributions
that go only to athletics and place
all monies in the general fund. This
one I think is one of those utopia
concepts that is great in theory but
may create some problems in practical application. If a university is
going to take all contributions
made to athletics — that in some
schools amounts to large sums of
dollars — and not provide the same
amount to go back into athletics, it
will be awfully difficult to maintain programs at the same level of
funding. I think if people truly
want to give to their athletic programs and want to see the athletic
programs successful and grow and
be competitive, the university has
an obligation to make that money
available. The concept, again, is
fine but I think we need to look at
the specifics of this.
• • •
In a nutshell, those are Benner's
comments, his suggestions, and my
comments. I think you can tell
from my comments some are negative, some are positive and some
I'm not so sure. Every other athletic director in America could go
through the list and give you
another set of plusses, minuses and
not-so-sures.
Essentially you would have what
we have today; that everyone wants
to do something and no re is sure
what. I do believe that college athletics are a tremendous force in our
society and one that many people
enjoy and it is also a tremendous
opportunity for hundreds of young
people to have an experience in life
that is rewarding and gratifying.
I feel strongly that we need to
continue college athletics, but I
certainly agree that we need to
clean up some of our problems.

An unidentified source told the
New York Times that the owners
were offering 48 percent.
"There are certain parts of it
that are similar, but there are other
parts that could never be similar,"
he said.
Richard Moss, a player agent
and former general counsel for the
union, said he didn't think the plan
would gamer much player support.
"Obviously they (owners) think
it's better for them, so obviously
that makes it worse for the players," he said.
O'Connor and Milwaukee Brewers owner Bud Selig, chairman of
the Player Relations Committee,

sent a memorandum to clubs Tuesday saying the decision to open
training camps would come just
before the Feb. 15 reporting date.
The owners are tentatively scheduled to meet in Chicago six days
before camps open.
"If they lock out, the consequences will be felt for the whole
decade," said Tom Reich, an agent
who represents several dozen major
league players.
Owners locked out the players
for 27 days in 1976 before thenCommissioner Bowie Kuhn
ordered camps opened. That is the
only lockout in baseball history.
"Not opening spring training is

They probably would have liked it
better in the middle of the day
because there would've been more
pretty girls there."
Williams liked the Jayhawks'
effort on the real court, too. Rick
Calloway scored 16 points and
Kansas improved to 17-0.
In other games, No. 5 Missouri
beat Southern 106-87, No. 6 Syracuse stopped No. 15 St. John's
81-72, No. 12 Arkansas defeated
Baylor 99-84 and No. 17 North
Carolina State topped Boston University 95-70.
Kansas, upset by Miami 87-86
last season, was in no trouble this
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NBA standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
Pot GO
New York
23 10 697 —
Boston
20 13 608
3
Philadelphia
18 15 545
5
Washington
13 20 394 10
New Jersey
10 23 303 13
Marn
7 211 200 17
Contml DMIsioo
Detroit
23 12 657
Chicago
21 12 634
1
Indiana
20 14 569
Mtraukeis
19 14 576 3
Atiama
18 14 563 3,4
Clevaand
13 111 419 •
Orlando
10 24 294 12'4
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I. P166
San Amore°
22
733 —
Utah
22 11 667
1 14
Darer
20 14 569 4
Dallas
17 16 515 rA
Houston
15 18 455 11'4
Charlotte
7 23 233 15
lAnnesots
7 26 212 164
Pacific Division
LA Laken'
24 8 750 —
Portland
21 10 697
t'A

Phoenix
Seattle
Golden Stale
L A Cippers
Sacramereo

15 14 517
rik
15 16 .484
15 17 489 9
14 18 438 10
8 23 2511 15'4
Wedneedey's Goma
Boston 104, Charon 97
Phddelphis 113, Nee York 111
Los Angeles Clippers 115, Atlanta 10a
IANraukee 116 Cleveland 100
Indiana 120, Chicago 113
Utah 130 D•nvw 89
Los Angels Laws 121. Orlando 106
Gratin Siam 123, Dallas tie
Thursday's Games
Charlone at New Jersey. 6 30 p m
Washington at Marro. 6 30 p m
Portland at Mammon, 7 pm
Orlando et DenVOC. 8 10 p m
Dallas at Searle. 9 p rn.
Houston at Sacramento. 930 pm
Friday's Games
San Antonio at Boston. 630 pm
Ceemland at Philadelphia, 630 pm
New York at Indsna, 630 pm
lAnnesota 31 Detroit. 7 pm
Chicago at Charlotte, 7 pm
Los Angeles Clippers at Mlwaukee 6 pm
Sacramento at Phoenix, 830 p.m
Houton at Los Angeles Laken 930 pm

College basketball

a very destructive policy to the
club owners," Moss said.
"They're just testing. They've
been playing nice guy with Don
and now they want to get a little
tougher and see how they react to
that."
Management, naturally, saw
things differently.
"I don't think there's anything
particularly ominous about Feb.
9," Commissioner Fay Vincent
said. "I don't think it has particular significance."
O'Connor divulged few details
about the revenue-sharing plan, the
centerpiece of the changes the
owners want to make in the
collective-bargaining agreement.

Jayhawks breeze to easy victory
By The Associated Press
For No. 1 Kansas, it was another
day at the beach.
The Jayhawks enjoyed some fun
in the Florida sun, then went out
and breezed by Miami 100-73
Wednesday night.
Kansas arrived in town Tuesday
afternoon and Coach Roy Williams
held an unusual workout: he took
the team to the ocean and practiced
on a court he drew in the sand.
"The guys were a little tired,
and maybe I'm a little crazy," Williams said. "But I think college
basketball should be fun.
"The guys seemed to like it.
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NCAA ends'evolutionary' convention
DALLAS (AP) — There weren't any revolutionary steps taken during the NCAA's annual
convention. College athletic leaders say the
moves that were made will prove to be
evolutionary.
The organization concluded a rocky four-day
session on Wednesday, having taken the first
small steps in what school presidents promise
will be a march to reform designed to shrink
big-time college sports and give athletes more
time for the library.
On Wednesday, delegates voted overwhelmingly in favor of harsher penalties for drug use,
especially steroids, and year-round testing plan
for athletes.
The convention also approved reducing the
basketball season by three games to 25, making
public each school's graduation rate for athletes,
granting scholarships to incoming athletes for
summer school, and relaxing Proposition 42 to
allow athletes who don't meet all the incoming
academic requirements to earn regular scholarships based on need.
Other changes were thought to be more for
show than substance, such as cutting five days
off the 20-day spring football practice season.
"It's purely symbolic. It's not going to save
money, or help academics, or anything," Texas
athletic director DeLoss Dodds said.
Small steps, however symbolic, were OK with
NCAA executive director Dick Schultz.

& TIMES

EAST
Ekidinell 100, Colgate 94
Delaware 61. 185derier 39
Rider 79, Hotstra 77
Syracuse 81. St. John's 72
Vemunt 77 Maine 74

Vanderbilt 86 Mississippi 79
Wake F011161 73, E Tennessee Si 69
MIDWEST
Akron 66. Wit-Green Bay 52
Ball St 85. E. Mohigan 67
Cent Michigan 92, W Michigan 82
Cleveland St 83. Youngstown St 67
E Anon; 104. NE Illinois 94
Mans Ohio 96. Bowling Green 76
Mutton 106, Southern 1J 87
Ma -Kansas City 77, Texas-Pan American 75
N Iowa 63, N Illinois 62
Toledo SS Ohio U 66
W. has 82. III -Chicago 71
Wnght St 95, Chicago St 72
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 99. Baylor 84
Houston 83. Iowa St 82
Oklahoma St 73 New Orleans 61
Rice 74. Texas Tech 71
Southern Math 67, Texas A8AA Se
Tenn 83. Texas Christian 80

SOUTH
Auturn 93, Missiseipp St 71
Augusta 82, Radford 79
Coastal Carokna 94. Liberty 85
Coppin St 75. N Carolina AtiT 71
George Mason 94. NC Wesleyan 79
Geoigia Southern 72. Lamar 64
James Madison 87, William 8 Mary ES
Kansas 100,
Fla 73
Kentucky 89. Florida 81
Maryland 98 North Carolina 88
WI Shore 83, Fla International 82. OT
Morehead St 91. E. Kentucky 58
N Carolna St 95, Gordon Ll 70
Richmond 61, American U 59

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.

time. The Jayhawks scored nine
straight points for a 41-28 lead in
the first half and went on a 17-2
burst early in the second half.
"They're like poetry in
motion," Miami coach Bill Foster
said. "They're one of the best
teams to come in here the last few
years."
Kevin Pritchard scored 14 points
and Jeff Gueldner, who made three
3-pointers, added 13. Kansas, averaging 95 points per game, reached
the 100-mark for the fifth time.
Joe Wylie had 20 points and
freshman Samarr Logan 19 for
Miami (4-6).

GM QUALJTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray

•.01.•L

753-2617

KeepTheGrut GM Feeling With Genuine GM Pert.

1988 Camero
Local Car, One Owner,
1-Tops, Tilt, Cruise,
AM/FM Stereo
Cassette, 14,XXX

12,500

Actions& Reactions
Youth golf
Former Murray resident Wes Lattimer, 13, was recently named the Atlanta (Ga.)
Junior Golf Association's Player of the Year for the 11- and 12-year-old division
and was the recipient of the Larry Nelson Sportsmanship Award from the AJGA.
Lattimer, son of Tommy and Judy Lattimer, was named the Most Improved Junior
Golfer at Murray Country Club in 1985. The Lattimers moved to Holly Springs, Ga.,
in 1987. A sister, Gaye, is a sophomore at Murray State University. Lattimer began
playing golf at the age of five, and his only instructor has been Lynn Sullivan of
Murray Country Club.

t*/\
11;leal of the Decade Sale .6.
Every Ingersoll Tractor
is

Baseball clinic
The baseball coaching staff of Middle Tennessee State University will present
the Paris-Henry County (Tenn.) Baseball Clinic and Card Show on Saturday, Feb.
3 at Grove Middle School gymnasium, beginning at 9 a.m. Lecture topics include
hitting, catching, infield play, outfield play and pitching; fees are $5 for players, $10
for coaches and registration begins at 8 a.m.

Basketball contest

30% OFF
BUT HURRY,

MODEL 112YT-12 HP
YARD TRACTOR

THESE ROCK BOTTOM

• Briggs 8 Stratton Engin*

The Murray Optimist Club will sponsor its annual Tri-Star (free throws, dribbling
and passing) skills competition this Saturday, Jan. 13, at the North Gym in MSU's
Carr Health Building, beginning at 1 p.m. The competition is for boys and girls age
8-13; prizes will be awarded through the top three places and winners may
advance into district competition. Registration forms are available at local schools
and will be available at the competition Saturday afternoon.

MODEL 3012-12 HP
GARDEN TRACTOR

SALE PRICES

• 42" Mower Included

• Hydraulic Drive

INCLUDE

• List Price $2485

• 38- Mows, Included
• List Price 144 17

EXTRA FACTORY DISCOUNTS

cpocash. $1740

GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Finenc• Price Sean&

MODEL 3016-16 HP
GARDEN TRACTOR
• Hydraulic Drive

• Hydraulic Drive

• 48" Mower Included

• 48" Mower Included

MODEL 4018-18 HP
GARDEN TRACTOR

• List Price 55381

OFF

• Ust Price 16314

MODEL 4020-20 HP GARDEN TRACTOR
• Hydraulic Drive
• 48" Mower Included
•tist Price $6647

Z: $3767

ON HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS RINGS.

Finance Pries Ugh& High*,

ALL 14K DESIGNER
STYLES ONLY

FREE CUSTOM FEATURES INCLUDED!
A VALUE OF OVER $501
OFFER ENDS

HURRY.
thadsry n

CLASS RINGS
affewertr

NAY 31. MO Some meridians may sax* See dower

$3092
Rnance Price Slightly High*,

CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY!!

Finance Price Witty
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NO UMW' Ta 81M 1, 1918

NO PATMOITS nt MR I, 1VFe
ON
RNASIONG FOR RS LOW 653.1 APE
SR MUM FOR MAAS

:k:$465
cp.
3

Ingersoll

Z." $4420

With Pi&Poyed Credit Through
J.I. Cue Credit Corp.

Finance Price Slightly Higher

demos
available only et participating
debtors.

PT C••

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray
1 831
BRING THIS AD

753-1606

111E

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.

Set uo. delivery & &retaliation charges
NOT INCLUDED.

503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110
S
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Benton man spreads music
with his fiddle-making craft
By Pa ASSOCIATED PRESS
BENTON, Ky. — About a decade ago, Dannie Edwards began finetuning his love of music and woodworking to develop a new craft —
making fiddles.
Edwards now spends much of his time working instead of fiddling to
keep up with a backlog of orders, along with repairing fiddles for people
in Marshall and surrounding western Kentucky counties.
At last count. Edwards had made 32 fiddles, all of them while he sits in
a wheelchair, paralyzed from the waist down as the result of a farming
accident in which a grain elevator fell on him in 1973.
Edwards, 74, still recalls when he decided to take up the new craft.
"We had a big snow on here, I believe it was 1980, and I had a big
wide maple board and the tools, and I told my wife, 'I believe I'll make a
fiddle," he said.
When the fiddle was finished and Edwards drew a bow across it, it
sounded so good that he just kept making them.
Edwards, who had worked as a carpenter, saw miller, farmer and parttime musician all his life, saw no reason to give up some of the things he
liked best despite the accident.
"I had a factory fiddle here, a good one, and I looked at it and got my
first one as near like it as I could. You've got to get them down thin, and
they've got to be geared up right," he said.
During the winter Edwards' wife, Lou Dora, converts the kitchen table
to a workbench for Dannie, who also sharpens saw blades and makes picture frames and folding patio tables by the dozens in his shop near the
house.
His fiddles sell for $200 each.
Edwards gives his wife much of the credit for his ability to adjust to
what for some might have been total disability. And although he says he
never expected to walk again after the accident, he never once considered
giving up.
"It has been pretty tough at times," Mrs. Edwards said, "but that's
what marriage is all about."
Edwards wore the front wheels off of his "everyday" wheelchair long
ago, rolling to and from his workshop and back and forth between work
benches. Unable to find replacement wheels, he has outfitted the chair
with solid cherry front wheels he made himself.
Despite Edwards' repeated insistence that he may soon stop making/
fiddles, his wife says she doubts that he will cease production any time
(
S0011.

Sometimes when he finishes making a fiddle, she says, he takes down
the bow and plays her a song.
"I guess 'Great Speckled Bird' is my favorite," she said.

Purchase Players to host rst
in a series of'family re tals
On Thursday, Jan. 18, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Theatre in Mayfield, the
Purchase Players will host the first in a series of monthly recitals. This
"Family Evening Concert Series" will feature area artists as Purchase
Players honors its commitment to develop our own wealth of talent right
here in the purchase area.
The first concert will be a faculty recital featuring the professional staff
teaching piano, voice and dance at the Legion Theatre.
Ban Dawson, pianist, is a music student at Murray State University. He
is originally from Graves County and has done numerous concerts and
recitals throughout Kentucky and Tennessee. His selections will include
"Prelude #1" by J.S. Bach and "Rondo" Opus.59 by Kabelevisky. Contemporary selections by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Barry Manilow will
round out his portion of the program.
Cheryl Cunningham, also a Graves County native, has taught dance in
this area for several years. She has studied in Chicago and New York. In
addition to her private classes she also makes time to work with the local
high school choir programs.
Tenna Young will be the featured performer. Like the others, Young is
also from Graves County. She has a degree in vocal music from Austin
Peay University. Young has done extensive work in movies and as a
back-up vocalist as well as a featured soloist in musical theatre all over
the United States. Her program will include three short German Leider
pieces by Mozart, "Four Popular French Songs" or "Quatre Chansons
Populaires Fracaises" by Matyas Seiber and "Gitanjali" Poems by Rabindranth Tagore, Music by John Alden Carpenter. The French songs will be
accompanied by guitarist Andy Gurley.
The concert series is designed to appeal to all age groups and will
hopefully serve as an introduction to various forms of music not normally
offered through any other live presentations in our immediate area. It will
give audiences a chance to gain exposure to music and musicians they
would not necessarily tune in to, particularly young people.
For more information regarding the "Family Evening Concert Series"
residents should contact the Legion Theatre at 247-5977.
Admission is $1 for students and $2.50 for adults. A portion of the
proceeds will be paid directly to the artist.

EATING, EXERCISING AND YOU?
YOU BET YOUR LIFE!
A Health Information Program
Saturday, Jan. 13, 1990
9 a.m. - Noon
Education Unit
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Snacks, Eating Out, and Recipe Revisions
Suzanne Seeley, registered dietitian
Cholesterol in Your Diet
Jean Baltz, registered dietitian eligible
Exercise, Eating Disorders and Basic Nutrition
Becky Noffsinger, registered dietitian
Quick N' Easy Nutritional Choices and Demonstrations
Anne Newberry, registered dietitian
•$5 registration fee.
Receive the book, "HealthyLife for Women"
•Preregister
•Call Health Promotions(502) 762-1384.

MSU's Brown featured on new recording
Dr. Stephen B. Brown of the
music faculty at Murray State is
featured as pianist on a new recording issued by Vestige Records.
Brown, who joined the faculty in
1982 and now holds the rank of
professor, performs in three of the
five selections on the recording,
which is titled "Chamber Works of
Dinos Constantinides."
He performs with opera singer
Evelyn Petros, who made her Met-

ropolitan Opera debut in the
1985-86 season, harpist Hy-Yun
Chung, formerly of the New York
Harp Ensemble, and flutist Eugenia
Epperson and the Baton Rouge
(La.) Symphony.
Constantinides is Boyd Professor
and head of composition at Louisiana State University.
Brown concertizes regularly in
the U.S. and in Europe, including
appearances in Carnegie Hall and

Snow might cover the ground
where the Shakers once prospered.
The trees may be bare. But winter
in the Shaker Village of Pleasant
Hill brings new opportunities for
visitors to enjoy the particular
qualities of the season: the serene
beauty of the winter landscape the
austere grace of the architecture —
no longer obscured by foliage; the
slower pace. A tranquility permeates the village.
Warm hospitality and bountiful
meals are a year-round tradition at
the restored historic community.
Winter is the season that the Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill offers
afternoon teas and winter one-price
plans.
Those who have made Winter
Weekends an annual tradition will
find new events on the 1990 schedule. The popular Shaker music
program will still follow dinner on
Friday night, but each weekend
features a different soloist or
ensemble. Varied musical interpretations selected from over twentythousand Shaker hymns, will be
given by the Pleasant Hill Singers,
soprano Lisa Dawson, the Shakertown at South Union Quartet, or
Time Change of Louisville.
Each Saturday brings new ways
to experience Pleasant Hill. An
introductory program features the
award-winning documentary, "The
Shakers: Hands to Work, Hearts to
God". This film by Ken and Amy
Burns is narrated by David McCullough, and intersperses historical
photographs and films with interviews of the living Shakers and
scholars, and views of existing

Shaker sites.
In addition to the time allowed
for exploring the village at leisure,
an in-depth tour is offered on
Saturday afternoon. Conducted by
Pleasant Hill's senior interpreters,
the "Beyond Simplicity" tour will
concentrate on specific aspects of
Shaker life at Pleas= Hill.
The Winter Weekend one-price
plan includes lodging, meals, tours
and music programs. Participants
are invited to enjoy all the planned
activities or set their own pace for
savoring winter in the village.
This year Shakertown has
planned seven Winter Weekends:
January 12-13, 19-20, 26-27,
February 2-3, 9-10, 16-17 and
23-24. The all-inclusive price of
$120.00 plus taxes per person, covers two nights' lodging, five meals,
the village tour and all special
events. Children's prices are
available.
WINTER WEEKDAYS
The Winter Weekday one-price
plan is available Sunday through
Thursday nights from January 14
through March 8. The special rate
for mid-week includes two nights'
lodging and five meals for $85.00
plus taxes, per person.
WINTER TEAS
A favorite winter tradition at
Pleasant Hill is afternoon tea.
Served Monday through Friday, the
tea includes a mouth-watering
assortment of tea breads, tarts, ham
biscuits, cheese wafers, candied
grapefruit rinds, and a choice of
hot and cold drinks. Taken in the
candlelit Trustees' Office dining
room, tea can cheer a dreary winter

Memphis, as well as in Rockville.
Md., and Shreveport, La.
Brown earned the B.A. degree in
Latin and Greek with magna cum
laude honors at Tufts University, a
diploma in pianoforte at the Conservatorio di San Pietro a Maiella
in Naples, Italy, the M.M.A. in
piano at Yale University and the
D.M.A. in piano at Ohio Slate
University.

Scenes of winter peace and beauty abound at the Shaker Village of
Pleasant Hill.
day.

culture of this 19th century religious sect. The structures have
been adapted to provide not only a
tour, but also a country inn with 81
lodging rooms and a dining room.

ABOUT THE
SHAKER VILLAGE
Located on more than 2700 acres
in the bluegrass region of Kentucky, the Shaker Village of Pleasant
Hill is the only National Historic
Landmark in the country with all
services in original, historic buildings. The nonprofit, educational
corporation preserves 230 original
buildings and interprets the life and

For Winter Weekend arid Winter
Weekday reservations, write the
Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill,
3500 Lexington Road, Harrodsburg, Kentucky 40330 or call (606)
734-5411.

Blount work to be exhibited at Eagle Gallery
The work of Maris McManus Prior to that, she will study
Blount will be exhibited in the apprenticeship in England and and
Gerupper level of the Clara M. Eagle many for three years.
Gallery Jan. 16-28. Entitled "'Art"The paintings and prints, as
ing Around with Mans Blount," the well as some of the pottery start
exhibition includes ceramics, paint- out wholely intuitive and, as
the
ing and prints completed during the work progresses, become
more
past three years. A reception will structural and controlled,"
be held at 7:30 p.m., Friday, Jan Blount. She experiments says
with
19, in conjunction with the opening materials and
methods, always
of the Magic Silver Show exhibi- looking for the subject
that seems
tion on the main level of the Clara to predominate in
all her work.
M. Eagle Gallery.
Landscape, earth configurations
Blount's ceramic work includes and topographical
features prevail.
stoneware, porcelain, raku and several pieces using colorful low-fired
Mans McManus Blount is the
glazes. Some very special pieces wife of Colonel Richard B. Blount,
are fired in the ages-old process of M.D., commander of Blanchfield
salt-glazing. Her paintings done in Community Hospital at Fort Campthe past year or two, are executed bell. She is the daugther of Doris
in oil, alkyd and acrylic paints, as McManus of Santa Cruz, Ca.
well as watercolors. She intermixes
A member of Who's Who in
intaglio and relief methods in the American Colleges and Universiprints, all completed within the ties, Blount has received a Humanpast six months.
ities Award from the University of
Although the exhibition includes Kentucky, and has been on the
many sculptural pieces and some Dean's list every semester of her
that are conceptual in nature, student career at Murray State UniBlount intends to establish her own versity. She has been elected to the
commercial studio where she membership of two honorary schoexpects to focus a major part of her lastic fraternities.
energies on functional pottery.
Her work has received regional

WHAT'S COO1KIN'
ON THURSDAY?
Chopped
$
c-%el
Steak Dinner
a.77
Serued
with a choice of3 vegetables and
a roll or cornbread
At Partidpating

ifS®
F
It71dr=

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

at Lincoln Center in New York
City. He will perform in Puerto
Rico in April and in the Bnmo
Walter Auditorium of Lincoln Center in May.
An active adjudicator, he is on
the board of judges of the American College of Musicians and frequently judges for the National
Guild of Piano Teachers. He has
judged events for the guild in New
York City, Chicago, Boston and

Shaker Village
a unique visit

limaed Taw ja
i
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recognition through the Paducah
Art Guild and has received numerous awards from the Organization
of Murray Art Students.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at the

corner of 15th and Olive Streets on
the campus of Murray State University. Public viewing hours are 9
a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through
Friday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday;
and 1-4 p.m. Sunday. There is no
charge for admission.

Market House Theatre's
teen acting troupe meets
Footlights, Market House Theatre's
acting troupe for teens, will resume
meeting on January 20 at 10 a.m. to
begin work on their spring production
scheduled for May 4 and 5. Teenagers
between the ages of 12 to 18 who wish
to join this troupe must register with
the theatre prior to Jan. 16.
In addition to their production
work, Footlights members receive
classes in acting and technical theatre,
and also have the opportunity to serve
as ushers, concession workers and
running crew for MHT mainstage
productions. Other Footlights projects include a traveling children's
troupe, and a pending reader's theatre
division.
The troupe is lead by MHTs artistic

director, April Cochran with assistance from the advisory board of
Footlights officers - Stephanie Beans
(Tilghman High School) is president,
with Tom Burch (St. Mary High
School), Dawn McAvene (Heath
High School) and Scott Coovert
(Lone Oak High School) as vice
presidents. There are currently 60
members in the troupe, representing
12 schools throughout the Purchase
area.
Dues are $20 per year which includes all class fees. Financial need
scholarships are available. Phone
Miff at 444-6828 to register or for
further information. The theatre is
located at 141 Kentucky Avenue in
downtown Paducah.
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Famous lawyers consider joining Noriega defense
By BRIAN MURPHY
assecilatocl Press Witar

MIAMI — Some of the nation's
most formidable courtroom warriors are being lured to the legal
battle of Manuel Noriega, drawn by
the klieg lights focused on what
could be one of the great trials of
the era.
They include defense attorneys
who have worked some famous
cases of the last decade, with
clients such as New York subway
gunman Bernhard Goetz, reputed
Mafia chieftain John Goui and an
army officer allegedly linked to the
assassination of El Salvador's
archbishop.
"Manuel Noriega may or may
not have a trial, but he should be
assured the best the American jus-

tice system allows," said New
York attorney Barry Slotnick, who
said he would decide this week
whether to join the case.
The changes in the defense team
appear to hinge on Slotnick, 50,
whose clients have included Goetz
and Gotti.
Slotnick said he was contacted
by Noriega representatives and
asked to defend the deposed Panamanian dictator, who faces 145
years in prison and fines up to $1.1
million if convicted.
A February 1988 indictment
charges Noriega with taking $4.6
million in bribes from Colombian
cocaine dealers to turn his nation
into a way station for smugglers.
As co-counsel, Slotnick is seeking prominent Miami defense auorney Neal Sonnett, who withdrew

from the Noriega case earlier this
month, citing differences with
other defense lawyers.
Sonnett's clients have included
Heman Botero, a Colombian extradited to Florida and convicted for
laundering $56 million in drug
money; Lebanese-born arms dealer
Sarkis Soghanalian, and Alvaro
Saravia, at one time sought for
extradition to El Salvador, where
he was accused of complicity in the
1980 assassination of Roman
Catholic Archbishop Oscar Romero. The Salvadoran government
later dropped its request.
Sonnett, 47, said Wednesday he
would "give high consideration"
to returning to the case with
Slotnick.
"This case will present some of
the most challenging issues raised

in an American court of law. It's
any attorney's dream to be part of
it," said Sonnett, president of the
National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers.
Sonnet! and Slotnick say they
have no desire to oust Noriega's
present defense team, led by Frank
Rubino and Steven Kollin. But
Sonnett, who objected to statements about the case by the other
defense attorneys, said clear lines
of authority would be drawn if he
rejoined.
While defense attorneys will not
discuss how they will be compensated, Slotnick said he will not represent Noriega for free.
"This case will require extensive

1_By CHARLES WOLFE
assoelatad Prises Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The state
school board is going to the Kentucky Supreme Court in an effort to
keep a grip on schools in Whitley
County.
The board voted Wednesday to
appeal last week's Franklin Circuit
Court ruling that the state was
unlawfully arbitrary in taking over
the southeastern Kentucky school
district under the "academic bankruptcy" law.
The law empowered the board
and the Department of Education to
intervene in phases in the management of chronically deficient
districts.
Intervention would begin with
technical assistance. In the final
phase, an extreme never reached,
the state board could oust local
school board members and
superintendents.
Judge William Graham said the
law was impermissibly vague and
the state's use of it unlawfully arbitrary because Whitley County was
singled out from a group of districts that met requirements for
Intervention.
The ruling applied directly only
to Whitley County, which had filed
suit to challenge the takeover.
Some officials believed terms of
the ruling could also apply to Floyd County. Both districts were
placed under state control on Jan.
11, 1989.
Floyd County failed to meet
state standards in attendance rate.
Whitley County was deficient in
dropout rate and attendance.
Word of the appeal was greeted
favorably by the chairperson of the
Floyd County Education Forum.
"It is our position that we felt
the Education Improvement Act of
1984 provides accountability and
we would continue to hope that the
state board would proceed to file

'Fathers of the Church'
should be studied more
by priesthood students
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Students for the priesthood need to
return to the basics, learn Greek
and Latin, and study the teaching
of the church's earliest writers, the
Vatican said Tuesday.
The Congregation for Catholic
Education said seminaries and
theological faculties should place
greater emphasis on the study of
the writers of the early centuries
whose work is considered the basis
of church doctrine and orthodoxy.
The writers, who represent both
Eastern and Western Christian tradition, are known as the Fathers of
the Church and the study of their
work is called patristics and
petrology.
In a document titled "Instruction
on the Study of The Fathers of the
Church in the Formation of
Priests," the Vatican stressed that
the ancient writings are still
relevant.
"Theological reflection has
always been clearly aware that
there is something in the Fathers
which is unique, irreplaceable and
perenially valid," it said. "In order
for the church to continue growing,
it is necessary to know their doctrine and works thoroughly."
The document lamented that
theologians often give scant attention to the early teachings, which
sometimes become "caught up in
an overall rejection of the past" or
"taken over by the various fashionable philosophies and ideologies of
the day."
"Theologians ... think that they
are doing theology but are really

only doing history, sociology,
etc.," it said.
The document said many theology students don't know the classical languages necessary for studying the works of the Fathers, who
wrote in Latin and Greek.
"Given the well-known deficiencies in the humanities in today's
schools, everything possible will
have to be done to strengthen the
study of Greek and Latin in centers
of priestly formation," the document said.
The document offered some.
guidelines for teaching of pastristic
studies, saying it should be taught
as a discipline in itself and not
included in courses such as church
history or ancient Christian
literature.
At a news conference,
Archbishop Jose Saraiva Martins,
secretary of the Vatican congregation, said the document coincides
with next fall's worldwide Synod
of Bishops on the formation of
priests.
After a long period of decline,
the number of Roman Catholics
entering the priesthood, religious
orders and seminaries worldwide
has picked up in recent years.
The number of ordinations of
priests grew from 5,918 in 1978 to
7,251 in 1987, according to the
most recent report on the subject
issued by the Vatican.
The growth of vocations has
been greatest in South America,
Africa and Asia, although they
have continued to decline in the
United States.

• A Multi-Age Preschool

of the Floyd County Board of Education, was bitter at the state's
decision to appeal the Whitley
school board lawsuit.
Adams said state school officials
"have no reason with regard to
law" to continue phase three
intervention in Floyd County, or
the ability of state school officials
to veto local management
decisions.
Adams referred to a report given
by Robert Gover, a state consultant
appointed to help the Floyd County
school system fix its management
problems, which painted a positive
picture of the district's progress.
Gover complimented the board for
achieving a balanced budget, progress in improving student test
scores, attendance and new management training programs.
"It shows to me that progress
has been made, at least since the
last time I have been here," Gover
told the board.
He said further improvements
have to be made in placing principals in leadership training programs, scheduling regular faculty
meetings, and establishing "a higher level of trust" among the board,
teachers, administration and the
community.
In the 1989-90 school year,
enrollment in Floyd schools by 430
students from the previous year,
which Gover called a "dramatic
decline" that will affect amount of
money the district receives from
the state's attendance allocation.
As a result, "further reductions in
teacher staffing will be required for
the 1990-91 school year," according to Gover's report.
The board only made passing
reference to the Whitley lawsuit at
the end of the meeting. Board
member Tommy Boyd and Adams
voiced their displeasure at the decision to appeal.
Floyd County Superintendent
Ronald Hager said he "had no
problems" with the decision. He
said the district will continue to
accept any assistance from the state
toward improving Floyd County's
schools.

• An International Form of Preschool Education
which is 85 Years Old
• Children Learn Simple to Complex Academics by
Playing with Meaningful Materials
• Children Who Have Attended this Preschool Generally Do Well in Future Academics
• Non-Secular Education and Open to the General
Public
• Teachers Trained in Accordance with the Highest
National Standards.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• Preschool Program for Ages 21/2 to 6
• Elementary Tutoring - M., W., F After School
• Arts Enrichment After School Program with Murray's Finest Artisans
• Toddler Program for Ages 18-24 Mo.
- Coming Soon

CALL
'To Schedule A Visit on Friday Mornings"

MURRAY MONTESSORI
CENTER
212 N. 15th

Eileen Fitzgibbon
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While Supplies Last

48"x32" Welsh
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Davis was accused of shooting his
estranged wife and killing her lover
and 12-year-old daughter.
As for the prosecution, a Bush
administration official told the AP
that Justice Department officials
may give U.S. Attorney Dexter
Lehtinen the choice of running his
office or taking the lead prosecution role in Noriega's trial.
A spokeswoman at Lehtinen's
office, Diane Cossin, refused to
comment on the report, saying the
team has not been announced.
Noriega, 51, has been held in a
basement apartment in the Miami
federal courthouse since arriving in
the United States last Thursday. He
awaits a Jan 26 bond hearing.

CHILDREN PLAY & LEARN

State board to appeal to Supreme Court
to review Whitley County school ruling
an appeal," said Jean Rosenberg,
who beads the citizens group in
Floyd County.
Ms. Rosenberg spoke while the
Floyd County Board of Education
held its regular meeting at Betsy
Layne High School Wednesday
night.
Ms. Rosenberg said the appeal
would help the state Department of
Education's effort to bring a
"wider and wider segment of this
community" into participating in
the Floyd County school system.
Superintendent of Public Instruction John Brock and Henry "Bud"
Pogue, chairman of the State Board
for Elementary and Secondary Education, said attorneys for the board
and department were ordered to
seek immediate review of Graham's ruling by the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
In the meantime, the board likely
will stand pat on both districts,
Pogue and Brock said.
A department report said better
planning by the local boards and
improved technical skills for the
administrative staffs could solve
some problems in both districts.
But "the real solution lies in
changing the mind-set and motivation of the school administration
and board," the report said.
That would require moving
"toward open communication
without risk of reprisal" for school
employees and away from the politics of school patronage, said the
report by Betty Steffy, one of
Brock's deputy superintendents.
The department has "some reason for optimism" in Whitley
County, where the lawsuit filed by
the local school board has not dampened the willingness of school
administrators to cooperate, the
report said.
"In the case of Floyd County,
the department is not as optimistic," the report said.
Dr. James D. Adams, chairman

resources and it will be conducted
in the great tradition of the American free enterprise system ... we
will get paid," he said.
Kollin and Rubino did not return
telephone calls to their offices by
The Associated Press on
Wednesday.
Houston lawyer Richard "Racehorse" Haynes also has been contacted by an unidentified Noriega
representative and is considering
joining the Noriega case.
Haynes' assistant, Judy Fogarty,
said there is no deadline for a decision by Haynes, 62, who gained
national attention for winning two
murder acquittals for Texas tycoon
T. Cullen Davis in the 1970s.
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6' Wood Step Ladder
0791635

Dremel 15"
Scroll Saw

7-1/4" Circular Saw. Ball bearing
construction. Powerful burnout protected 2 H.P. motor. Includes combination blade & wrench. 0320637

Plano
Tool Box

Door Chime
Kit

00
33°c.
2688 1288
Tram Lumber Dcattcenter.
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
"
:
14r

Open 7 1.1a,y3 A Week

12"x12" White Ceiling Tile.01345}

19"

Expandable Log Rack. 1" - 16 guage
antique wrought iron black tubing. Use
standard 2x4 lumber between the two
42" high loops to make any length of
wood rack. 1•42o 2caAo-0

Plastic Outlet
Box

34°,4

We now have unfinished
Birch Cabinets in stock!
\Great for utility rooms.

3488
Caulking
Gun
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Water Heater
Jacket
849

759-1390

Your Carnoiour Haus 14uUclArt4 Supply annum.
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Sale Ends 1-14-90
All Sale Prices Are

Cash & Carry
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TOTAL LIQUIDATION
Open 7 Days & 2 Nites
.f.lon.. Tues.. Vied. 9 To 5 .Sat. 9 To 5
•Thurs. & Fn. 9 To 8 .Sun. 12 To 5

Heavy 2:6 Stock
Plain

$
99

Colonial Wing
Living Room Outfit

mk Bed

Sofa And
Love Seat
All 3
Pieces
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European Style Pillow Arm & Back
Pillow Soft
Sofa & Love Seat

Prescott Oak
4Piece
Master
Bedroom

Ii

Odd Chest Split Mow
Large
Of Drawers
Recline.r

$49 $188

Four Drawer

Five Drawer

$67

Stratolounger
Rocker
Recliner

Rite
Stand $49

Honey Pine
Finish
4Piece
Master
Bedroom

$2

TERMS OF
SALE
•90 Days Is
Same As Cash
•Up To 24
Months To Pay
•Bank Cards
•Bank Financing

till $726,00
"Established in 1886 - 104 Years ofService To Western Kentucky"

ON THE SQUARE AT 123 EAST BROADWAY IN MAYFIELD
Phone 247-1391

In Inventory
To Be Liquidated
As Of
Immediately
SAVE UP TO 50%
,
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State Chamber's
'white paper'
Ito be introduced
at talk Jan. 16
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's third "Project 21 white
paper" will be introduced in the
region in a meeting Jan. 16, at 9
a.m., at the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce.
Bob Qualls, executive director,
will host the meeting. He will be
joined by representatives of other
Purchase Area Chambers, as well
as representatives of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, who will
introduce the new report and discuss its significance to the region.
This third Project 21 white paper
is expected to contain a strong
message about the importance of
local economic development and
the impact our communities can
have on Kentucky's economic
development future.
This meeting is part of a simultaneous, statewide release of the Project 21 paper planned by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
Elected officials, economic development representatives and business and community leaders from
throughout the Purchase Area are
expected to attend.

Lottery Corp.
sends another
check to state
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Lottery Corp. w Wednesday sent a check for $12 million
to the state, bringing to $75 million
the amount of money the lottery
has contributed to state coffers
since it began April 4, officials
said.
"We are extremely pleased that
we have been able to make this
level of financial commitment,"
Lottery President Frank Keener
said in a news release.
"Our goal, determined by the
state for our first full year of operation, was $70 million, or approximately 35 percent of an estimated
$200 million in sales, and we have
exceeded that goal after just three
quarters," Keener said.
The latest check represented
about 35 percent of the proceeds
generated by lottery ticket sales
since Oct. 1.

StWittt

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Prices Good
1-H-90 thru
1-17-90

COMineror
c•

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

904id

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

90144
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We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Frying Chicken

Leg Quarters

35ft

Vienna
Sausage

Extra Lean

Williams 1 Lb. Hot or Mild

Stew Meat

Sausage

U.S. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast
1
59
Applesauce
Mus3e I

LI

I

16 oz

Lb

2/89'

2/89'

1 79

3,sn '5 oz

Great Northern
or Pinto Beans

Lb

3/99'

Urge 12 oz

1

Beef or Reg

Bathroom
Tissue

89c

79

Owen's Best Boneless
Arm Cut

Extra Lean

Ground Chuck

Swiss Steak
89
Smoked $1 69
Wieners
Lb
Picnic
Sliced 85

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Extra Lean

Pork
Roast

1 59

99!0

Boston Butt

Gold Kist Split

Pork Roast

Fryer Breast
39
1
Bologna

c
99
Lb

Emge

I

1 Lb

Lb

$ 1 39

Hyde Park Grade 'A'

Large Eggs

12 Pk.
Cans

99'

Doz.

$299

Tropicana

Kraft Miracle Whip

Orange Juice

Salad Dressing

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

64 oz.

32 oz.

$ 1 49

W/S 15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy

motts
Get Your Apple Juice
$1 19
Pelonis
gal.$219
Milk
Heater Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
00
Now. Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper
15-6.aw
While
189
40 oz

Prairie Farm 1%

2 Liter9

Veg. or Corn

Supplies
Last!

Crisco Oil

Red Cross Bite Size

Macaroni
Sale Price $119.99

NOW

9

With $20 Mail-in Rebate
The first ceramic heaters to be certified
and sold in North America, Pelonis
Safe-T-Furnaces can provide instant
heat for large rooms in your home
Save the major cost of heating the
whole house Turn down central
heating and turn on your portable
Pelonis Safe-T-Furnace Offers true
Thermostatic Control of 500 to WI F
Excepdonelly safe, Pelonis Safe-TFurnaces operate below the combustion point of even tissue paper
Ask about our FREE 7-DAY TRIAL

All/alue
HARDWARE STORES•

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St 3111., 75.1-2571
Munay7534110

48 oz.

Owen's Best

BBC) Beef

16 oz.

694

Eckrich
All Meat

Bologna

$4129
‘
0
1
Lb

$21Lb9

American

Owen's Best

Cheese-7-- BBQ Chicken
Lb.
$269

Lb
$239

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
Diet Rite
12 pk. cans
Hyde Park Cut

Green Beans

79'
$199
Noodles
3 oz. 4/$ 1
Mac. & Cheese
2/89'
2/99' Pork & Beans 3/1
Paper Towels
Flay-O-Rich
1/2% Milk

16 oz.

gal

LC Ramen Beef-Chick.-Onion

Nabisco Oreo

Cookies

20 oz.

Spiral

Nabisco Ritz

Crackers
Veg All

16 oz

Eckrich Danish

Boiled
Ham
59
Lb.

Kraft
5.5 oz.
Bush's Showboat

16 oz.

Larsen

2

Bounty Single Roll

15 oz.

Dole Golden
Ripe

Bananas
31

Owen's Best
Storemade

18 Ct, Bud

Chicken Salad
29

Broccoli

Lb.

0
99

Bunch

Sno White

Red

Mushrooms

Potatoes

8 Oz. Pkg.

99C
Lemons
2 Lb Bag
$ 1 39

10 Lb Bag
$1

99

3 Lb. Bag Winesap

' Apples

99'
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fitcS I ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Jan. 13
Paducah Community Concert — Klara Wuertz, pianist, 8 p.m.,
admission (443-5222).
Jan. 15
Playhouse in the Park — West Kentucky Playwrights' meeting, membership, 7 p.m.
Jan. 15-Feb. 11
Clara M. Eagle Gallery — "The Magic Silver Show," contemporary
photography.
Jan. 19
Clara M. Eagle Gallery — Opening reception for "The Magic Silver
Show," 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 20
Paducah Community Colege — The Kentucky Opera's "The Stone
Man," 2 and 8 p.m., admission (554-9200 ext. 216).
If you have any art event you want to include, please contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce (502)
753-5171.

Playhouse set to open dinner theater
Good food, good company, and
plenty of comic entertainment will
be on tap for patrons as Playhouse
in the Park's annual dinner theater
opens early next month.
"How the Other Half Loves," a
farce by Alan Ayckboum, will be
presented Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 2,3,9, and 10 at the Murray
State University ClirriS Center
Ballroom. Dinner begins at 7 p.m.
and the performance at 8 p.m. each
evening. Again this year, a buffet
dinner will be catered by MSU
Food Services.
"How the Other Half Loves" is a
rollicking comedy about three coworkers, two dinner parties, and a
very tangled love affair. It seems
that one of the men is having an
affair with the boss's wife. In order
to cover for getting home very late
one evening, they create a story
about the "marital problems" of the
third couple. Fate throws them a
monkey'wrench, though, when the

spouses unwittingly invite the
scapegoats to dinner. If that sounds
confusing, just wait until both
meals are served at the same time.
Directed by Carol Julian, the
cast includes Holly Bloodworth.
Michelle Garland, Skip Hamra,
Vince Medicek, Debbie Mott, and
David Weatherly. Crew members
are Barbara Ahienius, Bob Ahienius, Gene Biby, Gaye Brewer
Robin Brewer, Mary Anne Hailey
and Pat Skinner.
Tickets are available for dinnei
and the show, or for the show only.
Prices for those wishing to have
dinner are $13 for adults, $12 for
senior citizens, and $11 for students. For those wishing only to
see the show, prices are $5 for
adults, $4 for senior citizens, and
$3 for students. In addition to payment by cash or check, tickets may
also be charged to MasterCard or
Vica
Season ticket holders may make

Clearance Items Up To 50 Off

January Stock-Up
ATHON
Ladies Slouch Socks
'
By Gitano
'
Assorted Colors

Sale
Men's
Flannel Shirts

Reg $1.97

2/300

'Assorted S-M-L-XL
Reg. $6.42

c00
SaleW

reservations for the event beginning Friday, Jan. 12. General
admission tickets go on sale begin-

Read the want ads daily

By Abigail
Van Buren

Where Sex Is Concerned,
Less Is More for Some
DEAR ABBY: Why do you per- Your recipe for chocolate cake is
petuate the idea that frequent sex is superb. I must have made a dozen
"normal"? You seem to believe that chocolate cakes since I got it. Also,
any other arrangement is so bizarre the sugar cookies are wonderful.
that people ought to see doctors or
I thought my chicken soup was
lawyers for a cure or a divorce.
good, but your mother's recipe is
Millions of couples have infre- better. Are you going to publish
quent sex — or none at all — and another cookbooklet? I certainly hope
they are happy. For you to suggest so, as I would enjoy having more of
that sex should be at the top of the your recipes.
list with air and water is a peculiar
MRS. ELEANOR ZAGORSKI,
blind spot of yours.
ST. FRANCIS, WIS.
A streetwise punk uses this "sexin-normal"argument to convince his
DEAR ELEANOR:I have had
virginal girlfriend to give in by im- many letters from women(and a
plying that she is weird ifshe doesn't. few men) asking me when I am
Let people offthe hook,Abby.Tell going to publish a Dear Abby's
them that sexual frequency is a pri- Cookbooklet II. Your letter gave
vate arrangement that each couple me the push I needed.I am going
must decide for themselves.. Who to work on it, as of now.
cares if it's once a decade, or never
Please be patient. Every recagain, if they're content with their ipe must be tested, and I want
lives?
this one to be as good as my first
Wiser people stay married — sex — if not better.
or no sex. Apparently that's news to
you, as you advised "Practically
* **
Untouched in Tulsa" that if her
husband didn't see a doctor, she
DEAR ABBY: My best friend is
should see a lawyer.
getting married, but she's not havJAN IN BOULDER,COLO. ing a wedding. Some of her girlfriends want to give her a bridal
DEAR JAN: Sex is a normal shower, but she says it's not appropart of marriage, and it's true priate. Is this true?
that some people require more
HER BEST FRIEND
sex than others.But"Practically
Untouched"complained that her
DEAR FRIEND:Not necessarhusband of two years had made ily. If her friends want to honor
love to her five times in the last her with a luncheon or dinner
six months. (She had gift- and shower her with gifts in
wrapped herself in Saran Wrap anticipation of her upcoming
and greeted him at the door with wedding, go right ahead and do
a martini, and he had said,"Hi. it. I think it's a lovely idea.
What's for supper?")
This couple obviously is not
operating on the samefrequency,
* * *
hence my suggestion that if they
couldn't 'fix" this marriage by
seeing a doctor, they should see
Is your social life in a slump? Get Abby's
a lawyer.
booklet,"How to be Popular" — for people
***

97

DEAR ABBY:I bought your cookbooklet last year, and I just love it!

Reg. $7 13

Aqua Net Hair Spray
• Asstd. Holds
.33% More

White Rain Shampoo

ning Friday, Jan. 19. To make
reservations, phone the Playhouse
box office at 759-1752.

of all ages.To order,send along,business.
size, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.951$4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Bo:447,Mount Morris,Ill.61054.1Postage
is included.)

(I*

20% More - 20 Fl. Oz.

'Regular or
Extra Body

Extra Large Capacity
2-in-1 WASHER
HEAVYDUTYDRYER

Purex
All Fabric Bleach

Prestone Antifreeze
Reg. $7.27

.61 Oz. Powder - Box
'All Temperature

88

1 87

Sale%0
I I

Reg $2.27

Sale 1

\

1
0
10.

itisporiesilite
2 Pack
Sony Video Tapes
Reg. $7.00

00
Sale6

Castle Crest
Snack Crackers
'Sesame Wheat or
Zesty Bacon
•16 Oz Box
Reg $1.00 Sale

840

Cassette Tapes
•10 Pack .90 Min
'
High Density
Reg. $5.00

Puffs Facial Tissues
•175 Count •Asstd Colors

396

Sale

Reg $1.14 Sale8

0

1NAL MART
WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY —It is our intention to have every advertised
item in stock However. if due to any unforeseen reason. an advertised item is not available for
purchase, Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request, for the merchandise to be purchased at
the sale price whenever available, or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reduction in price
• We reserve the fight to limit quantities Limitations void in New Mexico

Sale Prices Good thru Sun., Jan. 14
Hwy 641 North - Murray
Mon.-Sat, 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6 ,

WASHER

DRYER

Model WWA8324G
• Mini-Basket' tub for
small loads and delicates.
• 2 wash/spin speeds.
• 3 cycles inclufitIng
permanent)rest.
• 4 water leVEI selections.

Model DDE6500G
• 3 cycles including automatic permanent press
• 4 drying selections with
no-heat fluff.
• Porcelain enamel drum.
• Removable up-front lint
filter.

'418" '318"
FREE Delivery and Normal Installation

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
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Paducah Art Guild accepting
slide entries for Crafts 990

Buy
Girl Scout
Cookies
And Give
ATroop
Its Just
Desserts.
Supplemental Security
Income program outlined
If you are age 65 or older, or
blind, or disabled with limited
income and resources, or if you
know someone who is, this column
may help. It describes a federal
program administered by Social
Security called supplemental security income, or SSI for short.
SSI pays monthly checks to people who are aged, blind, or disabled
and who have limited income and
resources. And being eligible for
SSI means more than just receiving
monthly checks. SSI recipients are
usually eligible for Medicaid,
which can help pay health care
expenses.
In 1990, the basic Federal SSI
payments is $386 for an eligible
person and $579 for an eligible
couple. Not everyone receives
these amounts, however. Some get
less because they have other
income.
SSI is not just for adults either.
It is for everyone who is disabled
or blind with limited income and
resources. A person's age — young
or old — makes no difference.
People do not need to be completely destitute to receive SSI. For

example, they can own the home
they live in and Social Security
will not put a lien on ii Within
certain limits and under certain
conditions, people can own a car,
insurance policies, burial furlds,
and personal or household goods.
People also have some other
income — a Social Security check
or job, for example — and still get
part of a payment.
In addition, to having limited
income and resources, people who
get SSI must reside in the U.S.
And, a person must be a U.S. citizen, or a lawfully admitted immigrant, or an alien permanently
residing in the U.S. Disabled recipients must accept vocational rehabilitation if offered.
If you think you might be eligible for SSI, it's easy to apply. Just
contact either the Paducah Social
Security office at 546 Lone Oak
Road, telephone 443-7506; or the
Mayfield Social Security office
located on U.S. Highway 45 North,
telephone 247-8095. Social Security also has a toll free number:
1-800-2345-SSA.

Nominations announced
for 32nd Grammy Awards
By JOHN ANTCZAK
Associated Press Writer

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. —
The 32nd annual Grammy Awards
offer a chance to give the Rolling
Stones their first Grammy, and to
salute the late Roy Orbison.
Grammy nominations were being
announced today at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel, by Quincy Jones and
Olivia Newton John.
The selections were made by
voting members of the National
Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences.
Veteran artists likely to earn
nominations included Bette Midler
for "Wind Beneath My Wings,"
Tina Turner for "Foreign Affair,"
and Bonnie Raitt for 'Nick of
Time."
Other contenders were Paula
Abdul, Anita Baker, Bobby Brown,
Neneh Cherry, DJ Jazzy Jeff and
the Fresh Prince, Fine Young Cannibals, Don Henley, Janet Jackson,
the Judds, Tone Loc, Ziggy Marley, Richard Marx, K.T. Oslin,
Prince, Soul II Soul, George Strait,
Randy Travis and Jody Watley.
Despite their longevity, the
Stones have never won a Grammy.
Their "Steel Wheels" album from
their most recent tour was a likely
candidate to put them in contention
for a trophy.
And the lineup of Tom Petty,
George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Jeff
Lynne and Orbison made the
"Traveling Wilburys" album a
likely nominee.
Petty's "Full Moon Fever"
album and Orbison's "Mystery
Girl" were good prospects co. their
own. Orbison died Dec. 6,r1988.
His album was released two
months later.
The Grammy Awards will be
presented Feb. 21 at the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles. The
three-hour show will be broadcast
live by CBS-TV.

Almost 7,300 entries in 76
categories were considered for
nominations. Nearly 6,000 active
members of the National Academy
of Recording Arts and Sciences
were sent nomination ballots in
December.
The ballots were accompanied
by letters from the academy's
chairman, Bill Ivey, urging that
votes be based solely on high standards of artistic or technical
excellence.
"Please judge by quality alone,
uninfluenced by personal friendships, company loyalties, regional
preferences or mass sales ... and
vote only in the categories in which
you feel best qualified," the letter
directed.
Members were permitted to vote
in a maximum of 10 of 19 specialized fields.

The Paducah Art Guild will
accept slide entries for Crafts '90,
Jan, 24 through Feb. 24, by mail or
hand delivered during do Gallery
hours of 12-4 p.m., Tuesday
through Saturday, and 1-4 p.m.
Sunday No hand delivered slides
will be received after 4 p.m. Feb.
24, which is the last acceptable
postmark.
The competition is open to any
resident of Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Tennessee.
Two entries may be submitted in
any combination of the following
categories: textile, ceramic, glass,
metal work, and miscellaneous
(wood, enamel, resins, etc.) All
work must be original, completed
within the last three years and not
previously exhibited at the Paducah
Art Guild Gallery.
All entries will be eligible for
cash awards which will be given at
the discretion of the juror. The
awards presented are: Best of Show
— $100 and Five Merit Awards of
$50 each.
Juror for Crafts '90 is Roberta L.
Williams, associate director and
program director of the Louisville
Visual Art Association. Williams
received her degree from the University of Louisville with studio
emphasis in sculpture. Former
Director and Curator of the Louisville Art Gallery, Williams has juried exhibits in Kentucky and Ohio
and served on the visual Arts Panel
of the Southern Art Federation, the
Kentucky Arts Council, and the

Jarvik heart
device recalled
due to problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Jarvik artificial heart, which once
stirred hope for critically ill heart
patients, is being recalled because
of "serious deficiencies" with the
way the device is manufactured.
The Food and Drug Administration withdrew approval for all uses
of the artificial heart in humans
because of problems in quality control, monitoring of research sites,
training of workers and reports of
adverse reactions in patients, an
agency spokesman said
Wednesday.
"The agency felt the deficiencies were great enough that risks to
patients were outweighing benefits," said FDA spokesman Jeff
Nesbit.
Symbion Inc. of Tempe, Ariz.,
had received FDA approval allowing its artificial heart to be used
experimentally both as a permanent
artificial heart and as a temporary
bridge for people awaiting a human
heart transplant.
Approvals for both uses of the
artificial heart were revoked, as
was the company's approval for an
acute ventricular assist device.
The company's designation for
its artificial heart formerly known
as the Jarvik-7 is the Symbion J-7.
The developer, Dr. Robert Jarvik,
is no longer associated with
Symbion.
While Symbion sold the only
approved permanent artificial heart,
other companies have approvals for
devices that are used as temporary
bridges.
The Jarvik-7, made of plastics,
fibers and metal, was first used
seven year ago amid much excitement when it was implanted in a
dying heart patient named Barney
Clark.

Institute of Museum of services.
A non-refundable handling fee of
$15 entitles entrants to submit
slides of one or two entries. There
is no charge to 1990 guild members with a membership in the Individual Category or above. Slides
submitted for jurying should represent the actual work selected for
the exhibit. Entrants may submit up
to two 2 inch x 2 inch 35mm color
slides of each entry.
The Crafts '90 exhibit will be
held May 8 through June 17.
Entries accepted for the exhibit
msut be delivered to the Paducah
Art Guild Gallery from April
10-20.
Old Hickory Clay Company of
Hickory, is the corporate sponsor
of Crafts '90.

Burley growers
sold 18.3 million
pounds Wednesday
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky burley growers sold 18.3
million pounds of leaf on Wednesday for an average price of $167.44
per hundred pounds, the Federal.
State Market News Service said.
The price was up 2 cents from
the previous sales on Tuesday.
The state's burley farmers sold
18,322,409 pounds of tobacco for a
total of $30,678,872 with 24 of the
state's 27 markets reporting sales.
Farmers in Springfield received
the highest price for their leaf,
$168.19 per hundred pounds on
sales of 313,354 pounds. Lebanon
growers took in the lowest price of
the day, $166.13 per hundred
pounds on sales of 132,031 pounds.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 12, 1990
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
Pit (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Good news today penams to a
You'll feel inspired now and are
financial matter. You may meet with ready to begin a (Teative project.
romance through the job. Be Some appointments, however, are
adaptable, as some of today's likely to be changed today. Travel
business developments take you by may be on the spur of the moment.
surpnse.
SAGIITARRJS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
A shopping trip leads to an
Visits with friends are favored. unexpected purchase. Evening hours,
You'll be hearing from someone that though, may find you restless; and in
you haven't spoken to in a while. the search for good times, you could
Making plans on the spur of the be extravagant in your spending.
moment for a trip is a possibility now. CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
You may experiment with a new
You're on sound footing today look today. Spruce up your
regarding career interests, but some appearance now and make a point of
of today's financial developments looking your best. Evening hours may
may be unexpected. Social life isn't find you entertaining household
especially favored tonight.
guests.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Love at first sight is a possibility
Privacy abets romance today. It's
today, but try not to let distractions time to shut out the world and spend
interfere with work that needs to be more time with each other. Tonight
done now. Developments at a may bring some difficulty in getting
distance are positive.
your ideas across.
LEO
PISCES
fisr
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's a day of productivity and
It's a time of greater closeness for
opportunity for you on the job. Try loved ones, and singles will meet with
not, however,to scatter your energies romantic introductions. Watch your
now. Concentrate on one thing at a purse-strings, however, as you could
time for succedi.
overspend today.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are both
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
creative and practical but sometimes
There's a happy accent on romance have difficulty reconciling. these
and good times today, but qualities. It is important that you like
unexpected expenses are likely to your work, or you may not put forth
arise in connection with the pursuit the proper effort. Usually you have a
of pleasure-interests.
way with words and will succeed in
LIBRA
such fields as writing, advertising,
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
et; sales and public relations. You can
New chances for financial also succeed in businesses allied to
opportunity arise through the job the arts and you need a home as well
today. Unexpected company is likely to feel personally fulfilled. Bitthdate
to drop by or you may get a sudden of: Luise Rainer, actress; Jack
inspiration about changing your London, writer; and Paul Revere,
home's decor in some way.
patriot.
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I WASN'T SURE I HEARD
A DOUGHNUT CALLING ME ...

ELL131

1 PIZZA?!
WHAT'S 11-IAT SLICE (
OF PIZZA DOING
TH01.10Hr
IN YOUR GLASS?! TWAT WAS A
WATER SPOT!

FOR YOUR PIET,I EXPECT 'VOL) TO
PRINK 12 CrLA95E5 OF WATER
A PAY
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PARENTS PAY 15
LIKE AN INVASION

IT'S I NTERESTI NG To
SEE EVERYONE'S
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ZELATIVES,'THOUGH

YEAH, WE SURE
HAP SOME STRANGE LOOKING RECRUITS
THIS YEAR
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By GARY LARSON
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LOOK„ I DON'T LIKE IT EITHER,
t5UT THAT'S WHAT THE MAN
WANTS.10U WANT lro
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Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

PASSPORT Photos: instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive pohcy pays for
SkiHee. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insur.
ance is more important
than ever. For free infor
maiion
call:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Found:

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Giftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers

753-9234
$1500 GOLD CARD Guaranteed approval! No sec
urity deposit! Catalog shopping Moneyback guarantee. Also VISA/MC, no
security
deposit!
1(615)664-3005, anytime
FAYE'S new hours: 9:30
a m -8 00 p.m., MondaySaturday. 753-7743.

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 1 Dr
Loaded $273.22 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License.
36 !Jo Closed End Lease.
GRANDMA Millers Bake
Shop, at 407 North 12th St.,
will be open including December 23. Closed December 24-January 15.
759-9536, Murray, Kentucky. Merry Christmas to
all!
JO-AN'S Varieties on the
square now carrying nursing home gowns and robes.
Also carrying ladies and
childrens name brand clothing at discount prices
Exquisite Form bras and
girdles, panty hose, stockings, knee-hi's & ankle-hi's,
earrings $1 and up. January Clearance now in progress. 753-9569 MondayFriday 9-5, Sat. 10-5.

12
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1 Burst
2 Poem
3 Sprint
4 Macaws
5 Gives prior
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Young Dog
Looks like Irish
Setter. Found on
641 S. near Gould
Oil. Can be claimed
at Humane Society.

750-4141

Del-Air Center

BUS

8

050

'free local claim :Tyke'

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Land
measure
35 "—
Karenina"
36 Chief or
leader
39 Hearing
organ
40 Handles
41 N.J
basketballer
43 Struthers ID
44 Concerning
45 Blemish
47 Beer
ingredient
50 Strike
51 Mountain on
Crete
54 Be in debt
55 Chicago
airport
56 Mountain
pass
57 Marry
58 Sylvan deity
59 Lamprey

1 Seed
container
4 Subsequent
to
9 Burrows or
Vigoda
12 Harem room
13 Alex Haley
opus
14 Merry
15 Footlike part
16 Region
17 Ballot
18 Leases
20 Three-toed
sloth
21 Danson ID
23 Carpenter s
tool
24 Lone
Ranger s
horse
28 Decay
30 Secondary
planet
32 Word of
sorrow

PREGNANT? Scared/
Confused? Need somebody to listen? Call Opportunities for Life tollfree
1-800-822-5824 anytime
for personal, confidential
help We care

Lost
And Found

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

025

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
$100 REWARD for information leading to conviction of anyone setting fire to
James Jackson's cabin in
Croppie Hollow Rt. 5 on
11-26-89 Mail resporise to.
Amill Smith PO Box 1092
Louisville, Ky. 40201.

8 He was Eliot
Ness: inits.
9 Time gone by
10 Flying
mammal
11 Hurricane
center
17 Pretentious
rural
residence
19 Exists
20 Be ill
21 Pamphlet
22 Grief: poetic
24 Accustomed
to sit
much
25 Climbing
plant
26 Small heating
vessels
27 Raises
29 Domesticate
31 Bushy clump
33 Don Adams
TV role
37 Devoured
38 Harvester
42 Agave plant
45 Narrow, flat
board
46 French resort
47 Cut
48 Solemn
wonder
49 Conducted
50 The uriai
52 Female deer
53 Everyone
55 Bone

U.

® 1990 United Feature Syndicate
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Notice
Calloway District Court
NOTICE TO
by Rex Ray and Lexie
CREDITORS
The following estate fi- Ray, Co-Executors of the
duciary
appointments estate of Onyx Ray. dehave been made in the ceased.
Calloway District Court_
Exceptions to this setAll claims against these tlement must be filed in the
estates should be filed with Calloway District Court
the fiduciary within six on or before 900 a.m.
months of date of qualifi- January 22nd, 1990, the
cation.
date of hearing.
Will H. Whitnell, 1100
Ann P. Wilson
Olive. Murray, KY 42071
Circuit Court Clerk
Deceased, Nelle Outland,
1011 Sharpe, Murray, KY
LEGAL NOTICE
42071 Executrix, Appt. A final settlement of ac01-03-90, Sid Easley, 204 counts has been filed
in the
South 6th St., Murray, KY Calloway District Court
42071 Attorney.
by Oleter Cravens, ExecuAudie E. Dowdy. Route trix of the estate of Boyce
02 Box 133, Hazel, KY Edward
Cravens, de42049 Deceased, Gladys ceased.
Dowdy, 9901 Pendleton
Exceptions to this setPike, Lot 95,Indianapolis, tlement must be filed in the
IN 46236 Executrix, Appt. Calloway District Court
01-03-90, Stephen C. San- on or before 9:00 a.m.
ders, 608 West Main St., January
22nd, 1990, the
Murray, KY 42071 Attor- date of hearing.
ney.
Ann P. Wilson
Joel Preston Holland,
Circuit Court Clerk
505 Poplar, Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Mary
Margaret DuLaney, 205
LEGAL NOTICE
Graves St., Clinton, NC A final settlement of ac28328 Personal Represen- counts has been filed in the
tative, Appt 01-05-90, Calloway District Court
William Donald Overbey, by Bonnie K. Jones and
291 Main Street. Murray, Tommy Carraway, CoKY 42071 Attorney.
Executors of the estate of
Marshall C. Henry, 821 John L. Williams, deSha Wa Circle, Murray, ceased.
KY 42071 Deceased,
Exceptions to this setTyler Henry. 523 Fried- tlement must be filed in the
man Lane, Paducah, KY Calloway District Court
42001 and Jane Marshall on or before 9:00 a.m
Hutson, 15
Margaret January 22nd, 1990, the
Court, Paducah, KY date of hearing.
42001 Co-Executor, Appt.
Ann P. Wilson
01-05-90, J. William PhilCircuit Court Clerk
lips, 104 North 5th Si,
Murray, KY 42071 AttorLEGAL NOTICE
ney.
A final settlement of acClarence Fred McClure,
counts has been filed in the
300 Woodlawn, Murray,
Calloway District Court
KY 42071 Deceased,
by Tommy Parker, ExecuFloyd McClure, Box 30
tor of the estate of Roxie
Route 05 Murray, KY
Ann Parker McCreery,de42071
Administrator,
ceased.
Appt. 01-05-90, Warren
Exceptions to this setK. Hopkins,204 South 5th
tlement must be filed in the
SL, Murray, KY 42071
Calloway District Court
Attorney.
on or before 9:00 a.m.
January 22nd, 1990, the
date of hearing.
LEGAL NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson
A final settlement of acCircuit Court Clerk
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court
LEGAL NOTICE
by John E. Fortin, Execu- A final settlement of actor of the estate of Joyce S. counts has been filed in the
Fortin, deceased.
Calloway District Court
Exceptions to this set- by Carolyn Jolly, Executlement must be filed in the trix of the estate of Edgar
Calloway District Court N. Williams, deceased.
on or before 9:00 a.m.
Exceptions to this setJanuary 22nd, 1990, the tlement must be filed in the
date of hearing.
Calloway District Court
Ann P. Wilson
on or before 9:00 a.m.
Circuit Court Clerk January 22nd, 1990, the
LEGAL NOTICE
date of hearing.
A final. settlement of acAnn P. Wilson
counts has been filed in the
Circuit Court Clerk
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INTERESTED in an excit
ing career opportunity? We
are seeking OCCUPATIONAL HELP and REHABILITATION NURSES for
positions available immediately Attractive salary &
benefits Send resume to
PO Box 1104 Martin, Tenn
38237 Attn Paula Miller
Drivers-TRAINEES Professionals 24 cents/
miles, 25 cents after six
months 1989 8300 Series
Internationals convention
els No slipseating. Layover's unloading-loadings,
breakdowns, vacations,
bonuses pay Complete
medical, dental, life insurance. Out 2 weeks, TRAINEES out 3 weeks,
OWNER-OPERATORS to
90
cents/miles
314-781-7550
EARN $100 to $1,000 per
week addressing envelopes. Send S.A.S.E. to:
INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS, Box 97392
Pearl, MS 39288.
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to P.O Box 27145,
Detriot, MI 48227

BLACK & white spotted
Cock-a-poo, cut off tail, red
GED? Hope
collar and chain broken NEED a)00 A
for the future? You may
Answers to Fuzz Bucket,
qualify if:'You do not have
759-1323.
your GED or high school
FOUND: wristwatch in diploma; 'You have been
Southside Center parking Out of school 9 months or
lot 753-6648
more, 'You are between
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
an E.O.E. This project is
060
funded by the Western
Help
Kentucky Private Industry
Wanted
Council- . J.T.P.A. Call
12 QUALIFIED homeow- J.T.P.A. Out Of School
ners to display thermally 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
sealed insulated replace- 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
ment windows(62 UN). Deluxe package $99.88 per OTR Drivers. 12 months
window. 7 windows $59.00 experience, 23 years of age
monthly. Financing_ Call required. Hornady Truck
Line: Start 23-26 cents/
1-800-422-9872.
mile. Excellent Benefits,
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- Conventionals/Cabovers
VICES: Learn this trade No
Students
We send instructions, 1-800-648-9664
parts, and check for assembly. Call 404-426-0672 PART-TIME grill cook
needed, at Wisehart's grocExt. W139
ery. 753-0877.
AUTO mechanic salary
based on experience. Send PART-TIME LPN's to work
information including refer- adolescent alcohol and
ences and experience to: drug treatment at Parkway
PO Box 1040M, Murray, Regional Hospital, Fulton,
Ky. 502-472-2522, extenKy. 42071.
sion 341.
A Wonderful Family Experi
ence Australian, Euro- PHYSICIAN'S office needs
pean, Scandinavian, Ja- assistant. Must be ambipanese High School Ex- tious and have common
change Student Arriving in sense. Must type. Will
August. Become a Host teach all other skills Mail
Family/American Intercul- resume to: PO Box 1040B,
tural Student Exchange Murray. Ky. 42071
Call 1-800-SIBLING
RESPONSIBLE energetic
COMPANY Drivers, Fleet babysitter, in my home for
Owners, Owner/Operators- occasional day shift,
Trans-State Lines needs 6:30-3:30. Must have own
you! Call about benefits transportation. 753-4344.
and pay package. Home
often. Call 8am-5pm, MonFri, 1-800-527-9568

EtABYSITTING. my home ASHLEY wood burning
weekdays Lots of experi- stove with electric blower
ence and TLC, by christen tan and pad $200
mom Just off 641 midway 753-7387
between Hazel and Murray.
Prefer full-lime 492-8769 BRONZE table and 6
chairs, $55 Full size matCLEANING TEAM
tress and springs, $50.
Homes, apartments, of- 9x12 area rug, $75 GE
fices, one time or on regular clothes
dryer, $75 Call
basis Call 489-2723 Of 753-3903
489-2450
CRAFTSMAN'S best
I WILL stay with sick or 10-inch
contractor's table
elderly Full or part-time saw with accessories
Call 753-4590 for more Nearly
new (Cat No
information
29884N) 3H P /120/240-V
URGENTLY NEED DECost $500 plus. Need
PENDABLE PERSON to
$425. Call 436-2556.
work without supervision
100
for Texas oil co. in Murray
HAVE you always wanted
Business
area. We train. Write W.J
to make your own porcelain
OPPe'rtunitY
Dickerson, Pres.,
doll- for yourself, someone
SWEPCO, Box 961005, Ft
BE Your Own Boss Na- you love, daughter or
Worth, Tx 76161.
tional manufacturer needs granddaughter, etc HandWAITRESS position local person to service painted porcelain doll kits
needed Apply at the Up- 100% natural juice route available with body and
town Coffee Shop & Deli Best one-man business dress pattern. Call
410 Main. No phone calls ever No selling No over- 502-436-5833, after 1 p.m.
head Must have $14,400
please
secured 100% by inventory
$55,000 very possible first SATELLITE dish and reATTENTION:
year This could make you ceiver, VCR, entertainment
independent First time of- center, bedroom suit and
Excellent income for
fer. For details call wicker chair. Call after 5
home assembly work.
9a
m
- 9p
m. p.m. 753-1289.
Info. Call
1-800-633-1740_
STOCK Reduction Sale on
504-646-1700
Greeting Cards, only $200
Dept. P2021
OUT of money after Christ- a box! Gerald Waldrop
mas? Be your own boss 1624 Olive St
Start your own business
WANTED non-smoking
Call Avon today and get
lady, to live rent free with
160
back on your feet
elderly woman and share
Home
utilities Call after 5 p.m., 753-0171
Fumlehlags
437-4313.
BROYHILL couch and
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
WE can get you into the
chair, excellent condition
Commercial-Home
Units
exciting & profitable truck$250, lamps $25, Sears
ing industry in only 8 From $199.00 Lamps- Gym pac 2500 fitness sysLotionsAccessories
weeks. For local interview
tern $150. 753-8673
Monthly Payments Low as
call 1-800-678-1161 AM$1800. Call Today FREE NEW and used furniture for
TEC, Crystal City, MO.
Color
Catalog sale Call 753-2922 and
1-800-228-6292
ask for Neal
SALES ASSOCIATE: We
QUEEN size mattress and
are expanding our opera
box springs. 759-1941.
Dons in Murray and seeking
110
a detail oriented person
WOOD table, with 2 droppossessing good teleInstruction
leaves, 4 chairs 753-7836
phone skills and computer
experience. Duties include'
190
SC1OOL
Meeting and Greeting
Farm
Public, Answering TelePREPARE
Equipment
phone, In-Store Sales and
Associated Paperwork,
and Customer Service.
Submit resume to Computer Source, Inc.; $1 Dixieland Center; Murray.
Please, no phone calls.
E0E.
SWINE Manager. 450 Farrow to finish operation. Experienced mandatory. Nice
farm home available. Good
wages Caldwell County
(502)522-3239 nights.
TRUCK Drivers Top Pay &
Benefits! E.O.E Poole
Truck Line. Company paid
physical/drug screen. EOE
1-800-553-9443, 8-5 CST,
Dept A-65.
POSITIONS available Shc
ney's Inn Please apply ir
person

EXPERIENCED hair stylists wanted. Call 759-1100
for interview.
GOT a car? Need extra
income? Call 759-9980
GREAT way to earn extra
money 'now'- looking for
ambitious people to work
with. CaN today! 753-0616
Danny (Sunday deadline)

FOR THE '90S
Tram kw wow ri

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
• SECRETARY
• RECEPTIONIST
• WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
IF QUALIFIED
J08 PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

1 (800) 327-7728
Amara:. Greer Training Corp
NO 1 liddln Pompano Saadi. FL

CHISEL plow, 5rt or 7ft
492-8659
200

Sports
Equipment
GUNS for sale AK 47 223
caliber. British Enfield 303
caliber. Raven 25 automatic. Jennings 22 automatic
SKS 762x39 12 gauge
single barrel shotgun
753-8738.
210
Firewood

Pro Flight
Kyle Oakley -Field
Murray, Ky.

Enjoy dr* Benefits
of Flying
a Flight Instruction *
1: Sightseeing *
Tours

489-2874
Gift Certificates a
Available
INSTRUCTION

<4
',J.- do, LEARN TO DRIVE

DIETARY Department: full
and part-time position now
open. Must be available
daily, week-ends, and holidays between the hours of
5 a.m.-8 p.m. $3.50 hourly
to start. Apply in person
Westview Nursing Home
E.O.E M/F.

DRIVERS: START AT THE
TOP Join J.8 Hunt's acclaimed team of drivers and
you'll start your career at
the top-with the best in the
business. With training
from Bowling Green State
Transportation Center in
Bowling Green, KY under
your belt, you'll have the
chance to enjoy good pay,
stability and more Financial assistance is available
We regularly hire dnvers
who have completed the
approved course Start
now, call 1-800-643-3331
EOE. Subject to drug
screen

Articles
For Sale

TRUCK Drivers are in great
demand No experience
necessary Interviews by
phone All questions answered $1 in job placement The Most Hands-On
Training in the shortest time
for the least amount of money! Commercial Driver InLexington
stitute
1-800-248-7364, Indianapolis 1-800-848-7364,
Memphis 1-800-852-7364
1833 Salem Road Murfreesboro, TN

COUNTER person needed
full-time, 8a.m.-4p.m.
Monday-Friday. Good
working atmosphere and
pay. Apply in person from
1 la.m.-2p.m. Fri., Jan.
12th at 214 N. 15th St. Ed's
Campus Coffee Shop.

ELECTRONICS/
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN • West Tenn manufacturer is seeking a hands
on individual to assist in the
maintenance and repair of
woodworking equipment
Experience with computerized machine controls as
well as pneumatic and electrical systems required.
General maintenance and
repair knowledge also preferred Mail complete work
history and salary require
merits to. PO Box 1040A,
Murray, Ky. 42071 EOE.

1St

Studios
Wanted

Help
Wanted '

TRACTOR-TRAILER
Sian The New yew

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4713
FIREWOOD delivered $30
rick, pickup $25. Red oak
and white oak. 759-1747.
OAK and Hickory firewood
for sale. 753-9745.
SEASONED Firewood:
$20/ rick picked up; $30/
rick delivered. Minimum 2
ricks. Call to place winter
orders, 492-8254
WOOD for sale 436-5481
220

RoghtWrth A New Career

Kiska!

ALLIANCE
LEBANON.TN

For Sale:
spinit.consoi Piano
Bargain!

2.

11

7E
CII •
Fn9intAll

Wanted:
party to take
over tow monthly
on Spinet piano

Responsible
payments

1-800-334-1203

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
The Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

ATLANTIC

AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPAN1

L
'Ver
ia

Continental Casualty Compeny

CNA
-For Al dr Olmderade You Mre•

p

.

Lic

COW

insurcoxpany
u
insurance

NMI dlorat

-

American
E Republic
TRANSPORT
Union Bankers

Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkinsvIlle Fed. Savings Building

110
Want
To Buy

See Locally.

Call 800-327-3345
ext. 102

7 PIECE drum set with
hardware Best offer
753-0016
210
Mistelanaous
100% rabbit fur coat, black
Will discuss price
753-0571.
2 BURIAL plots your
choice. Murray Memorial
Gardens 753-3577
8x12 STORAGE Building
Conventional roof, delivered and set-up, $800
354-9144
LOG HOMES Over 40
standard models FREE
BROCHURE HONEST
ABE LOG HOMES, Route
One, Box 84CK, Moss,
Tennessee 38575
1-800-428-4009
METAL Buildings.
30'x40.x9' one service
door, one 12'x8' end slider
$5.295 Erected other sizes
available Blitz Builders, Inc
1-800-428-4009.
SHARP Copiers Local au,
thorized dealer, sales. re
ntal, lease and service Call
1-800-248-4319
250
130siNelie

Servkee
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwater Road Call 753-6069 for
appointment Hodge Noel
and Associates
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.
2130
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
DOUBLE wide trailer, in
Stella. 2 bedroom, gas
heat Call 527-1987, after 6
pm. 354-6335.
RENT or rent to own: 2
bedroom mobile home in
Getaway Bay Recreational
Development, near Aurora,
Ky Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners. For information call
753-2613
TRAILER near Almo
Heights $135 month. Call
753-1861
290
Heating
Arid Cooling
JIM'S Heating & Air Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential
753-9518.24 hour answering_ After hours 658-3282
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc.
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or residential. Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service.
753-8181 Locally owned
and operated Serving Wray and Calloway County
for over 52 years
300
Business
Rentals
OFFICE or retail space in
Southside Shopping Center. Call 753-9386 or
753-6612

40-ft TV tower 436-2556
BUYING. aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, oopper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.
CASH paid for mobile
home axles arid tires We
will remove 527-0931
NEW scrap yard, across
from Seven Seas Old Rice
Futrell Place. Cans, batteries, aluminum, copper,
cars Top prices. 753-0467.
RAW Furs. Stanley McClellan, Pulaski, Illinois. Phone
(618) 342-6316
WANT to buy 1 row Holland tobacco setter, 3pt
hitch Call 492-8774
150

Articles
For Bois
AB Dick model 695 copier
$250 759-4641
ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft. building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$229.99 10x12 ft building
with door 56' wide x 61
height, $299.99. 10x9 high
gable building with door 56"
wide a 60' height, $299 09
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604

ELDERLY

( 62 Years Or Over Only )

Rental Housing
'Survey
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR HANDICAPPED
A Subsidized Rental Housing Project
Is Planned For Hazel. The Project
Would Provide One Bedroom Apartments At Reasonable Rates. Survey
Forms May Be Obtained At The Hazel
Community Center, Mayor Hudson's
Office Or By Writing The Developer.

Payne Enterprises,
Inc.
P.O. Box 276
Bardwell, Ky. 42023
RCM

Obtain A Forte Awl Return Immediately.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
320

amines,

Milerray Ledger & Times
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Apartments
For Rent

Pots
& applies

OFFICE Space evadable 1 BEDROOM furnished
now, 304N. 121h. 1200 sq. apartnent close to Univerft with kitchen wee. Calf sity and hospital Some unl753-7743
fees paid Call 753-4012 or
753-8756

2 BEDROOM partly furnshed stove refrigerator
$180 month Deposit No
pets 489-2741

GERMAN Sheppard puppies for sale $75 each, no

Agortrestits
Fot Rant

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment for single Partial
utilities 1604'4 Miller Ave
Call 753-0932 or 753-5898

1 BEDROOM efficiency
apartment, partial utilities
paid No pets 753-9741

1 OR 2 bedroom apartment
near downtown Murray,
753-4109

2 BEDROOM apartment
with ges heat. Furnished or
unfurnished. One bedroom
apartment with electric
heat, furnished or unfurnished 753-6045.

ROM*

AccItgiTh
Ri
onta
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SATURDAY, JAN. 13, 1990
10:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR. SHERMAN BORDERS
NEAR MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"The Almo Community"
From Murray, Ky. Take Hwy. 641 North 5 Miles
To Exit 814, Proceed West On Hwy. 464 To Sale Site

FARM

MACHINERY

IHC 1066 Black Stripe Tractor, 2976 Hours, 38" Duals,
Dual PTO, 2 Valves, "Super Nice", SN U057779
11-IC 1460 Axial-Flo Combine, w4 Wheel Drive Mud Hog,
2579 Hours, SN U003119, Equipped w 820 Series 15'
Platform "Real Nice Outfit"
IHC 863 Series 6 Row 30" Corn Head "Real Nice"
NC 490 Series 21' Disc wRear Harrow, 7 1 2" Spacing
"Very Nice"
IHC 8 Row Tool Bar Planter w 436 Units, Hyd Markers,
End Transport
40' Hyd. Folding Spray Boom
1150 Gallon Ploy Water Tank
Pacer 3 Horse Water Pump
Set Of 400 Gallon Saddle Tanks
Herd 3 Pt, PTO Seeder
6' Bush Hog 3 Pt, Cutter
Pickup Truck Portable Fuel Tank
1976 Ford Tandem Grain Truck w 20' Bed & Hoist, 11.825
Miles, 582 Speed, 9.00 Rubber ''Real Nice"
1963 Chevy Grain Truck w 16' Bed & Hoist

Poe In
on
t e Items Contact
MR. BORDERS AT 502-753-0865
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
This Will Be An Open Sale To Local And Area
Farmers. ff You Have Machinery You Would Like
To Sell Then Consign To This Auction, Contact
James R. Cash Auction Co.- Reps. Will Be On
The Farm Friday Prior To The Sale For Check In!

JAMES R. CASH
-,, AUCTIONEER AND REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
(502) 623-8466 or (502) 623-6388
• 74c f:rtir.r9 iiticAtae

2 BEDROOM basement
apartment Completely
furnished, on lake No pets
$200 plus deposit
436-2402
BASEMENT apartment, 1
bedroom, nice and dean
Utilities paid. Partly turnished. No children, no pets.
Nice neighborhood.
$100/month 753-1739.
NEWLY decorated 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood.
Carpeted, central H/A,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, carport,
and 30x30' storage building. Couples only, no children, no pets. $350 deposit,
$350/month. References
required Call 753-3018.
NICE apartment, unfurnished Close to town and
hospital Poplar St
753-5273
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartment, located near campus Phone
753-6111 days or
753-0606 after 4 30 p m

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1990
10:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR. HENRY ARMSTRONG
LYNN GROVE, KENTUCKY
Firm Located 7 Miles West Of Murray, Ky. On Hwy. 94
81.69 SUPERB ACRES
TRACTORS-COMBINES-EQUIPMENT
LOCATION • LOCATION • LOCATION
• EAL ESTATE INGREDIENTS
81.69 Superb Acres In A High State Of Cultivation
S Very Accessible With 3/4 Mile Of Road Frontage
S 6 Room Country Frame Home
Natural Gas And City Water.M Two - 3300 Bushel Grain Bins
`..1 40' x 64' Pole Structure Metal Bldg. w131/ Tool Shed
56 Acre ASCS Grain Base For 1989
ti 1.14 Acres Fire Cured - .12 Acre Air Cured
M
r
LOCATION • LOCATION •LOCATION

a
C

a

BEING OFFERED IN TWO TRACTS INDIVIDUALLY
RESERVING THE RIGHT FOR COMBINATION
I - 14.241 ACRES W1,093.20' OF HWY. 94
TRA
ROAD FRONTAGE. This Tract Is Highly Improved With
The Farm Horne And Pole Structure Metal Building And
Has Many Beautiful Building Sites.
TRACT #2 - 67.449 ACRES W2,203.37 OF COUNTY
ROAD FRONTAGE. This Tract Has Superior Farming
Features And Is In A Very High State Of Cultivation 35
Acres Of This Tract Are Sown In An ASCS Pasture Hay
Practice With A Beautiful Cover Of Orchard Grass And
Red Clover.

TERMS: 10',
. DOWN DAY OF SALE
BALANCE DUE BY FEBRUARY 28, 1990
Although AN Meterlals In
$ Advertisement Is Obtained rorn
Sources Deemed Reliable, The Auctioneer,Real Estateliroker Arid
Owners Make No Warranty Or Guarantee, Expressed Or Implied,
As To The Accuracy 01 The Information Herein Contained. iii. For
This Reason That The Buyers Should Avail Themselves The
Opportunity To Make Inspection Prior To The Auction. All Announcements Day Of Sale Take Precedence Over All Other AdverII

TRACTORS-COMBINES-EOUIPMENT
• hn Deere 2950,2 Valves,2300 Hours• John Deere 2550,
Valves, 2100 Hours • Case 2390, C&A. 38" Duals, 2
Valves, 2600 Hours • John Deere 4320, 38' Duals, Quick
Hitch, 2 Valves • John Deere 4020 Console, 4130 Hours •
ohn Deere 2840, w Canopy • IHC 1066, 38- Duals, 3758
Hours • IHC 284 Diesel, Power Steering, Live PTO, 547
Hours.
John Deere 4400 Diesel Combine, Cab, Chopper, 1595
Hours, Equipped w'213 Flex Platform • John Deere 6600
Diesel Hydrostatic Combine,Cab, Chopper. 2469 Hours,
Equipped w'215 Flex Platform • Two - John Deere 444
Corn Heads • Case 660 Gas Combine, Cab. Equipped
w'10' Platform WHeader Control.
John Deere 7000 Plateless 4 Row Planter, No Till Coulters. Corn-Bean-Milo Cups • John Deere 13' Wheel Disc •
MF 13 Tine Chisel Plow w Gauge Wheels • John Deere
1250- 4x16" 3 Pt. Plow • Set 01 200 Gallon Saddle Tanks
• Ford 2 Row Cultivator • INC 4 Row Cultivator • Set Of
23.1-26 Tires And Wheels • 200 Gallon 3 Pt. Sprayer • Poly
1000 Gallon Water Tank • 4 Wheel Farm Wagon • 4
Tobacco Scaffold Frames • 2 Row Tobacco Setter •
Krause 18' Hyd. Wing Fold Disc • INC 490 Series 24' Disc
• IHC 6 Row Planter • 7' Box Blade WScarlires • 6'
Sidewinder 3 Pt. Rotary Cutter • 47' Transport Grain
Auger • New Holland 256 Rake • New Holland 451 Mower
• Bier Cat 10* Cultimulcher • John Deere 8 Row No Till
Planter.

rt.1010-"IliliffT7Itir -.7411:rlfillitAlteeill'll!TO
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!'
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
THIS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE TO LOCAL AND AREA
FARMERS IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SELL,

THEN CONSIGN TO THIS FINE AUCTION!!
AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON THE FARM THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY PRIOR TO THE SALE FOR CHECK IN..

JAMES R. CASH

328-8491

or

328-8292 Tn-City
LABRADOR pups AKC registered Deposit will hold
Ready late Feb 382-2849
leave message

I 0

Rod
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
75 3- 1 222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
RESIDENTIAL, commercial, farms, lake property
Bob Haley, Roberts Realty
753-1651, nights
489-2266.
4-10
Lots
For Sale
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (tnangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622.
2 WOODED lots in East Y
Subdivision, 1 33x 1 50
each, water available. Will
sell one or both. 753-2556

NOW taking applications BUILD SITES &
FARM 3
for Section 8. Rent subsi- mi N. Benton: 3 adj tracts
dized apartments, 1 bed- totaling 13 78 ac
@ 2500room. Apply Southside 3000/ ac,
few smaller
Manor 9-11, 12 til 2 M-F more expensive
tracts. .
753-8221. Equal Housing 45 ac farm % in fescue
Opportunity.
clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
ONE Bedroom furnished US 641, specimen trees
apartment. Partial utilities preserved, fenced, 30' unpaid. No pets. 753-9741. improved access road.
$66,450. Joe W. Nanney
ROOM for rent, furnished. 753-9622/ 527-7864.
One block from campus, on
Farmer Ave,. $85 month SHERWOOD Forrest,
plus utilities. Deposit re- shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
quired. 759-4104.
759-9268.
330
Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING room with
kitchen privileges, furn- BY Builder: beautiful new 3
ished including all utilities. bedroom, 2 bath, country
2 blocks from campus. home. 5 minutes from town,
on 3 or 6 acres $112,000.
753-3984.
753-8673.
140

((FARM AUCTION)

papers

Houses
For Rent
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bed
room home, close to down
town 753-4109
3 BEDROOM furnished
house, 1 block from University. 3 girls preferred.
753-4974.

COUNTRY living at its best
in this large 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on 20 acres.
Has gas heat, new well,
septic system, roof, and
much morel Priced right at
$57,500. Call Roberts Realty 753-1651 or 753-3204
nights.

HIDDEN farm! 4 bedroom
home, large barn/
4 BEDROOM, 3 bath, workshop, 24 acres with
basement, 2 car garage, stocked pond close to Miller
central air. $460/mo golf course. This home is a
753-5211
must see! Call Roberts ReNICE 2 bedroom brick alty 753-1651 or 753-3204
north of town. Central gas nights.
heat. Coleman R E.
JUST Reduced!3 bedroom
753-9898.
home, gas heat, vinyl siding, garage, workshop &
161
morel Priced at $27,500.
For Real
Call Roberts Realty
Or Loam
753-1651 or 753-3204
OFFICE for rent. approxi- nights.
mately 600 sq. ft Central
LOVELY & Affordable:
heat and air. 753-3153.
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths,
370
eat-in kitchen, formal dilivestock
ning, sun porch and much
& Supplies
more. Phone Coleman
AOHA hunter prospect
Real Estate 753-9898.
16-1A. Started over
NICE 3 bedroom home,
jumps. Bay, sock, stocking,
corner lot, close to elemenstar, strip, snip. Green but
tary school, on 2 acres with
well broke. Needs expernew shop. Priced right at
ienced rider. 436-2556.
$44,900. Call Roberts ReBUMPER-type fiberglas alty at 753-1651 or
2-horse trailer with 8-ft car- 75:313204 nights.
peted dressing room. ComQUALITY is the word for
pletely rebuilt from bottom
/
2 bath
this 3 bedroom, 11
up Self or trade for 3-4
brick on wooded lot dose to
horse gooseneck slant
town. Has Timberline roof,
load 436-2556.
new gas pack, garage,
SADDLEBRED brood - much more! Call Roberts
mares broke to ride Show Realty at 753-1651 or
and pleasure prospects. 753-3204 nights
Dressage and hunter/ SPACIOUS 2-story, bed4
jumper prospects. Country room brick located on large
pleasure gelding Stud serlot in Canterbury Estates.
vice available 753-9390
L.R., D.R., Den wiwood
burning fireplace, break360
fast. Lg foyer, 2% baths, 2
pets
car garage Owner anxious
1 SuA91101
to rill. Phone 753-8050
AKC PUPPIES: various between 9 and 4 or
breeds. Eskimos, Huskies, 753-0914 after 6 pm
Chows, Shih-tzus, Lase's, THREE bedroom Iwo bath
K ees honds
brick home with small cot615-746-5355
tage, on back of lot preAKC Registered Pekinese sently renting for $150.
puppies $150. AKC regis- both homes $52,500 1803
tered miniature Dachshund College Farm, Jerry
puppies $125, AKC regis- Speight 753-3704
tered Chinese pugs $175,
AKC registered Yorkshire
Terrier puppies $200.
Shots and wormed. Cash
only. Paris area.
901-642-2394.
AKC Registered Siberian
Husky puppy 6 weeks old,
female, red and white
Phone 753-7919 after
5P-m.
AKC Shih-Tzu puppies
753-4314
AKC Toy Poodle puppy
Ready to go Saturday
753-0218
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Motorcycles

Motorcycles

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd . Murray. 759-9831

982 GL500 Honda Interstate Severwing 354-8471

Used
Cars

lop
Used
Can

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
19 Toyota Cry DX.... 12417
19 Cyr LE
13187
115,387
'88 ilazda Rri
18 Toyota Corolla DX 1,987
18 Toyota Cora FX 18187
18 Uncoil Wait VI 11487
18 Toyota Wu ST 10987
18 Tom Comb LE 1417
18 Toyota Carry
10,487
17 Toyota Tercel
11987
17 Pattiac Grrd AA 7,487
17 Toyota Sim
111917
17 Toyota Celib G'T 1,987
17 Toyota Cebu GT 1,417
17 Top Cita GT LW 1917
'87 Cwnry LE
1187
'87 Toyota Tercel
4,987
17 Calry Wagon
18417
'17 Nissan Sentra
1187
17 fircuth Relient '3987
17 Nissan Varna 10,987
17 Cheri Celebrty 1,987
'87 Toyota Tercel DX 1187
'87 Fri Ousting CT 1111
'86 Toyota Comb LE 1,987
16 Bu'l Estate Wgn 11987
10 Cavalier RS
'5,117
'86 81111 325
12,117
15 FA Esccit
1,117

1974 VW Super Beetle
Runs good looks good
Call 753-4524
1978 DATSUN 200SX
AM-FM stereo, air condition, 5-speed, runs very
good Must set! $650 or
best offer 753-8904
1981 CADILLAC Coupe
Deville• good condition,
very dependable $2000
474-0115_
1981 CUTLASS: exceptionally good condition, totally rebuilt 403 engine
$2950 753-3704, will
trade, 1601 Loch Lomond
1981 FORD (ranada, excellent condition, high mileage, good second car.
753-9579 after 6 p.m.
1982 TORNADO Oldsmobile for sale Can be seen
Soutfiside Manor Apt J-3
Excellent condition Call
753-4590.
1983 BUICK Park Avenue:
4 door, V8, loaded, excellent condition 753-1329.
1986 NISSAN 3002X. Excellent condition. T-top,
new tires. (502)-247-7633.
1987 PLYMOUTH Car
avelle, 58,000 miles, 4
door, tilt, cruise, stereo.
$3975. 1987 TOYOTA Corolla SR5. air and power,
34,000 miles, like new.
$5995. 4.37-4723.
1987 TEMPO LX: 4 door,
47,000 miles, cassette, tilt,
door locks, 5 speed.$4200.
1987 Taurus GL: 59,000
miles, V6, cruise, tilt, cassette. $4950. 437-4723.

Ctery UralIF 10.. 4,117
15 Olds Ciera
1917
Caiikx Setir-Deile 1987
14,381
'85 Top Cacila
14 Pontiac Trms
15117
14 Nissan Sentra Wigon 1,481
13 Bud Sky Hawt 1,381
11 VW Rabbit
1,917
'83 Toyota Cilia GT 1,687
12 Olis Deb
12 Toyota
Ctery Citayert1,981
10 Buil
79 Oils Recenci
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota 11
1187
18 Stuuki Sari
18 Suzuki Will UV
11 Toyota Truck
1917
18 Chevy S.10
1487
17 Astro YE
12,987
17 Toyota 4o4
18,381
17 4-Runre
112,387
'87 Toyota YE
110,381
16 Toyota 4.X4
17917
16 Toyota 44
'7987
16 Nissan PO
5$87
16 Jeep Chercitt
1187
16 Toyota 44
'1,417
12 Ford Raver XL 1,311
Open til 6 p.m
Flegglt
Aubrey Hatcher
Jim Irby
Sammy Braos*.a..4

D.W. 'Duke' Rudd
Chad Cochran. Sa es MGR

TOYOTA
Cf MURRAY

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026

PINE Wood Shavings
'Horse Bedding 120 Cu
yds tractor bailor loads delivered anywhere or you
pick up 34 cubic feet
pressed bales $2 65 each
from our factory
502-966-2769

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763

500

1981 WI diesel pickup
truck: 80,000 miles, new
tires, high mpg. If interested
call 753-3304 after 5 p.m.
1984 CHEVY Silvered()
4x4: loaded, 81n. lift Call
489-2368 after 5p.m.
1985 GMC S15 pickup: 4
speed, a/c, white with red
striping, sport wheels,
white letter tires. 753-3697
after 6 p.m.

WILL do carpenter work
includes repairing old structures and building new
ones Call Alan Haley at
753-0716 after 6 p m
WILL do plumbing installa
lion & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 435 4169 or
753-1308

560

Few
Coknnn
BEAUTIFUL Terrier Poodle mixed breed puppies
two male, black and brown,
one female. black and
white 6 weeks old.
759-9649 after 3 30 p.m.
570

550
ROOF Repairs • New roofs,
flat and shingle. Free estimate. 901-247-5252 or
1-800-447-2706 Carter
Roofing Co.

Food
I Seed

Wonted

ALFALFA hay for sale
436-2602

3rd ROOMMATE needed
to share large 3 bedroom
house Call 753-2116

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811
STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery. 436-5236

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see showroom
Our

TREE Tnmming and re
rnoval. 436-2502.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15: most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri ; 753-0530

A-1

1.110.
NM.

Car Wash

Also pickup and
delivery service.

i
f

Hand wash
and wax.

Office 753-0823
Home 753-0906

•
OUTSTANDING CANTERBURY HOME
4 BR,just now on the market. Great quality, size 4
location. Call the Home Team for more information.

Kopperud Realty'
711 \lain St.

753-1222

Real Estate Auction
Sat., Jan. 13th, 1990 at 10:00 a.m.
At 1401 West Poplar St. In Murray, Ky.

1985 NISSAN 4x4 Sport
truck, extra sharp. $5803.
436-2358.
1986 CHEVY S10: p/s, air,
$4500. 753-9244 after 5
1986 S15 JIMMY: 35,000
miles, white, stereo,
brakes, air, like new, new
tires. $8200. 753-7219.
ONE owner 1986 Chevy
Silverado 4x4, loaded,
short wheel base, red Call
437-4813
510
Campers
22h. FRANKLIN camper
handy man's dream). Also
covered utility trailer. Call
753-7187 evenings.
530
Servkiie
Offered

Will sell this nice brick house - 2 bedrooms - one bath - large living room - large
kitchen - dining room - 10'X20' breezeway - enclosed garage - on nice corner
lot. This is a super nice house inside and out.
Terms:20% down selling price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing
of deed.

Key Associates

Wayne Wilson - Broker
So. 12th St., Murray
753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 - L:tnn Gam!, Ky.
"My Seri ice Doesn't Cost,at Pays."

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances,
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
DOCK Repair. 436-2502.
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration. Call 753-7203.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-5895 or 436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears.
Sear
trdesidential and cornmer I continuous gutters
installed for your specifications
Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.

tl

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

LICENSED electrician.'
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.

753-1222

FENCE sales at Sears
now Cal Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

DUNE Buggy: Must sell!
Good condition, 759-1765.

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Cal Sews
753-2310 for free estimate

Kopperud Realty

Feed
& Seed

Clean inside
and out.

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

,

Services
Offered

1988 PONTIAC 6000: red
interior and exterior, p/s,
p/b, a/c, AM/FM stereo.
Low mileage, extra sharp.
753-5216.

Used
Trucks

CHARMING 2 BEDROOM
rick rancher in Panorama Shores. Boat launching
privileges. Phone the Home Team.

711 Main St.

490

550

530
Service*
Offered

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electric
motor repair 759-4751.
MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255

ATTENTION
The Kentucky State Police will be accepting applications for the position of
Trooper during the week of January 1521, 1990. Applications will be available
at any of the following KSP Posts:
Mayfield
Madisonville
Bowling Green
Elizabethtown

LaGrange
Dry Ridge
Richmond
Morehead

Pikeville
Harlan
London
Frankfort

Hazard
Ashland
Columbia
Henderson

*Applications will also be available at
the following driver testing stations:
Lexington
Louisville
A Public Service Message From This Newspaper
and The Kentucky State Police
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MFD responds to fire at hospital

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Mildred Rawls Barber
Mrs. Mildred Rawls Barber, Ti,
of 714 Poplar Si, Murray, died
Wednesday at 2:10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her
husband, Owen Barber to whom
she was married June 21, 1940,
died Feb. 20, 1966.
A graduate of Murray State College, she had retired as an elementary school teacher with the Hopkins County School System. She had
also been a former employee of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home and
Brights in Murray.
She was a member of First
United Methodist Church and a
former member of Murray
Woman's Club.
Born Nov. 3, 1912, in Dresden,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Marion Edgar Rawls and Lou
Dena Brann Rawls. Also preceding
her in death were one sister, Farrah
Coursey, and one brother, Conyer

John Harvey Merrill

Rawls.
Mrs. Barber is survived by two
sons, Phillip Barber and wife,
Gwen, Charlotte, N.C., and Fred
Barber, Evansville, Ind.; one sister,
Mrs. Hayden Killebrew and husband, Frank, Paris, Tenn.; a sisterin-law, Mrs. Grace Rawls, Greenfield, Tenn.; a brother-in-law, Gilbert Coursey, Dresden, Tenn.
Also surviving are five grandchildren, Brad Barber, student at
Murray State University, Allison
Barber and Stephen Barber, Madisonville, Edward Barber, student at
North Carolina State University,
and Scott Barber, Charlotte, N.C.
Services will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham will officiate. Burial will
follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. Friday at the funeral home.

Rev. John Earl Warford
Services for the Rev. John Earl
Warford will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood will
officiate. Music will be by Mrs.
Joan Bowker, organist, and Steve
Littlefield, vocalist.
Active pallbearers will be the
Rev. James Garland, the Rev. Heyward Roberts, the Rev. C.C.
Brasher, the Rev. David Brasher,
the Rev. Roy Gibson and the Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy.
Honorary pallbearers will be the
ministers of Blood River Baptist
Association and members of Baraca Sunday School Class, Dr. Stan
Groppel, teacher, of First Baptist
Church.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friendsmay call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today

(Thursday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the Rev. Earl Warford
Media Center at Blood River Baptist Associational office at Hardin.
Rev. Warford, 75, of 407 South
Ninth St., Murray, died Wednesday
at 4:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Thelma Hundley Warford; two
daughters, Mrs. Mary Dell Sewell,
Huntsville, Ala., and Mrs. Earlene
Woods and husband, Danny, Murray; one son, Bennie Frank Warford and wife, Mary, Hardingsburg,
Ind.; two brothers, Elmer Warford,
Kevil, and Charles F. Warford,
Virginia Beach, Va.; four grandchildren, Melissa Ann Warford,
Victoria (Vicki) Woods, Mitchell
Woods and Della Marie Sewell.

Stock Market
Prices

as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-22.40
I.B.M
Previous Close
2750.64
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
49'/I 4.)/6
Kmart
A.T.C.-Class A
3914 B 393/4 A
Kroger
AT&T
45 unc
McDonalds
Bell South
54% +l/3
JCPenney
Briggs & Stratton
27% +%
Quaker Oats
Chrysler
18% +%
Sears
CSX Corp
36% +%
Snap-On Tools
Dean Foods
33% +%
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store....9% B 9% A
Time-Warner
Exxon
49% 4.113
UST
Ford
45 +%
Wal-Mart
General Motors
4316 +%
Woolworth
Goodrich
4316 +1/4
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
+%

100%
51%
3614
15%
33
73%
56%
/4
381
32%
54%
12014
28%
4614
63%

+Y.
unc
+%
UDC

unc
+%
+K
+K
+16
+7/•
+%
unc
+%
+%
7.80

John Harvey Merrill, 70, of 1502
Oak St., Murray, died Wednesday
at 7:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a retired electrician of
Ford Motor Company in Michigan,
and had been living in Murray
from eight to 10 years.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a member of H. Eddie Roberts
Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and American Legion.
Born July 27, 1919, in Detroit,
Mich, he was the son of the late
Harvey Merrill and Eliza Creamer
Merrill. Two sisters, Mrs. Henrietta

Spindleman and Mrs. Edna Marie
Strickland, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Emily Jean Warren Merrill, to
whom he was married on Aug. 9,
1948; one niece, Mrs. Janet Bagdol, Detroit, Mich.; five nephews,
James Spindleman and William
Neupacker, Detroit, Gerald Spindleman, Melvindale, Mich., and
Donald Spindleman, Hardin; several great-nieces and nephews.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be lb charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

The funeral for Mrs. Gracie
Mrs. Bucy, 70, of 1306 SycaBucy will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. more St., Murray, died Wednesday
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman at 12:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick County Hospital. Her husband, KirLewis and the Rev. Odell Colson by Bucy, died Dec. 30, 1970.
will officiate. Music will be by
She is survived by two daughtLarry Woodall, Margie Woodall ers, Mrs. Tonya Drennon, Golconand Donna Roberts.
da, Ill., and Mrs. Tena Rodden and
Pallbearers will be Ricky Turner, husband, Ray, Atlanta, Ga.; two
Van Bucy, Donnie Bucy, Warren sons, Howard Bucy and wife, DianHopkins, Kevin Hopkins and Bob- ne, Rt. 1, Almo, and Don Bucy and
wife, Emma, Murray; one sister,
by Joe Nanney. Burial will follow
Mrs. Alice Hopkins and husband,
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral Ben, Rt. 2, Murray; 10 grandchilhome.
dren; one great-grandchild.

Edward 0. Chadwick
McNutt, Dale Hughes and Earl
Steele. Burial was in Goshen
Cemetery.

COURT SQUARE

PAT GOSSUM
753-3366

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
'There is no medicine like hope, no
•107 64
incentive so great, and no tonic so •A 3 2
.3
powerful as expectation of some- 4 9 7 6 4 2
thing tomorrow."
SOUTH
•Q 107 6 4
— 0.S. Marden.
K 32
•J 8 5
4 Q 10
A look at today's dummy should
tell West what to hope for against Vulnerable: Both
the spade game. Beth Bromberg of Dealer: North
Dallas displayed both good eyesight The bidding:
and good sense in guiding her side to North East
South
West
a plus score.
14
1V
14
2 IP
After Beth's heart ace revealed a 34
Pass
44
All pass
singleton in dummy, what were the
prospects for the defense? ObviousOpening lead: Heart ace
ly only one heart and one diamond
were readily available; whatever
BID WITH THE ACES
was available in spades could wait.
What couldn't wait was a possible South holds•
ruff in clubs.
•A 2
At trick two, Beth led the club
•Q J 10 9 8 7
deuce (suit preference), hoping to
•10 7 6 4
find a club ruff for East. South
.3
falsecarded by winning dummy's
ace and dropping his queen, but to
South
no avail. On the small spade that North
1 NT
was led from dummy, East hopped
up with his ace to lead a diamond. ANSWER:Four
hearts. A good shot,
and the ensuing club ruff produced a which rates
to produce 10 tricks.
one-trick set.
Note that it does no good to con- Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
tinue with a second heart at trick stamped
envelope for reply
two, forcing dummy to ruff. South
Copyright. MO, United Feature Syndicate
will play trumps quickly, eliminating any further opportunity to score
a club ruff.
Today's dummy was far from
mute. It was sending messages for
any to receive, and Beth's antennae
were on the right wavelength.

WEST
4J3
111 A 5 4

lilA
NORTH
#K 98 5
•6
•K Q 9
•A K J 8 5
EAST
•A 2
Q J 10 9 8 7

CCFR responded to calls Wednesday
The Calloway County Fire and
Rescue unit responded to a pair of
calls Wednesday, according to
information officer Mike Sykes.
At 1:37 p.m., CCFR personnel
responded to a field fire on Palmer
Road just off Hwy. 783. One acre
burned in the field owned by Bob
McCallon. Three units and seven
men responded for 30 minutes.

The Murray Police Department
is investigating an apparent burglary at Hong Kong Restaurant.
The report stated sometime
Tuesday night someone entered the
restaurant on U.S. 641 North by

Kimball. No damage was reported
to the house, but the storage build,
ing was a total loss.

knocking out the glass in the rear
door. A small amount of change
was taken from the register. Damage was also reported to a cigarette
vending machine. Police have no
leads as of this time.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Does Your Policy Pay
100% of the Deductibles?
Free Claim Filing

LOU V. McGAR.Y
753-7890

Winter Clearance
30%Off

Belts

Earrings

Artwear
Clothing
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The State Board of Agriculture would have
six additional members to help handle extra duties under a bill that won
approval today from the Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
committee.
Senate Bill 94, if enacted, would increase the board's membership to 15
people from the current nine. The number of board members appointed by
the governor would be increased to 13 from seven under the measure.
The bill is sponsored by Sen. Joe Wright, D-Harned.
Roger Nesbitt, principal assistant in the state Agriculture Department,
said the additional board members would allow the state to streamline
'agriculture operations.
The extra members would be needed because the board would assume
the duties of the Dog Law Advisory Committee and the Egg Marketing
Board, which would be repealed if the bill becomes law, Nesbitt said.

Hog Market

I 1

a 1979
1989
Total
Total
$11 billion
$60 billion
Profits, in billions of dollars
Commissions

Nil $4.0

$10.2
Trading and Invosbnant
•
$2.7
1 $13.8
itimagin interest
11_111.7
$3.7
Mergers and acquisitions
I $1.2
1$20.2
Underwriting
$0.8
1$3.9
Other
$0-7
$6.7
MAW hand sodas
$0.1
$1.6
SOURCE Secuntes Industry Assn

vusiiia's
614nifus
Time Square

04ccessorie4

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
310 N. 12th St.

753-2165

50

%OFF

US 1-3 319-4011 is
03711/310110
US 1-3 10S-SN is117.110030.111
US 1-3 SOS mod op —1‘001442-511 ku 43.111-13.56
US 2-3 300-300 is
r21•0-37IS
lairs S310-3150

How Wall Street
made its money

Fall & Winter Purses 60%Off
20%Off Spring Purses

BARGAIN TABLES

Federal...State Market News Service Nesery 11, 190$
Purchase Aro Hag Markd taped Wombs 5
Ihniag Station; Rood* Ad Sr, FAL IN Irma &
GNI madly farady, SowviollyMoly.
US 1-2 rinse es__ molly k47/4-low Olt
US 1-2 1011-2311
US 2-3 1211-251 b
$4631-47M1
LS 3-4 1:51170 to
$45.514-44.5
,
Sows
US 1-2 130-3511 los
8373S.N.O1

Now Thru January 13, 1990
-Small Appliances -Toys -Tools
'Paint -Household Products • Much Morel

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

HARDWARE STORE '!

'MO%

Just
Say
YE
S
orma,
to

753-2571 or
753-4110

agaValue

Hours:
M-S 7:30-5:30
Sat 7:30-5:00

'Alt Kenna-16.ms MUST be
gopenOw opporretete to be,,
t,
e,
,
,
,herberhp:Ato
tiig/tak.
,
• '
111 1.7111/1,014 Ay

rre

V

hie
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0.. ussedsosted rem* es Inverted forever by kis lark of
knowingly" null skins &lid.tton TIAN be the number one
priartty for Kentucky"'
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Atoned Terre0 Seen'
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education. There has never

been a more critical issue across the
Commonwealth of Kentucky than the
crisis in education we ALL face today
The future of higher education for all
of our tomorrows is "on the line"
when the General Assembly convenes
in January. If you care at all about
Kentucky's future, you'll let your
state legislator know your concerns —
NOW. Kentucky's children deserve so
much more than they're getting,
please, let those in Frankfort know
that when the question is higher
education. YOUR ANSVAR IS US

'Educetton o the anew, to
e// ater ttitotOr
tt
,
Kettruck, Espeossirs erg
bottom ben insol•hie"
rurality eserneersay wetter
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illurray State
University

Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway-Paducah
Mon.-Sat. 9:30:5:00

At 11:57 a.m., three units and
seven men responded to a structure
fire located on Highland Road just
off Hwy. 497. The fire was confined to a storage building next to
the house, occupied by Brenda

NMMINSIR1911

Mr. Chadwick, 71, of 205 South
12th St., Murray, died Tuesday at
8:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Kentucky

BETTY BOSTON

out in the circulator located in the
gift shop. The fire was out on arrival. The fire department investigated and turned the matter over to
the hospital maintenance staff. Five
vehicles and 14 people responded.

MPD investigates Tuesday burglary

Mrs. Gracie Bucy

Final rites for Edward 0. Chadwick were today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale officiated
and Jerry Bolls directed the song
service.
Pallbearers were Lenith Rogers,
Glen Gibbs, Ron McNutt, Dale

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a report of a fire at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Wednesday, according to information from the fire department.
At 11:43 a.m., a motor burned
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